The
Legionary
IDRMYiiGIONMIES
Movement
in
Romania, commonly known as the
Iron Guard, — perhaps tlie oldest
anti-communist movement in the
world, still alive — was founded by
Corneliu Z. Codreanu m 1927. FOR
MY LEGIONARIES (353 pp., pb.
$8.00), Codreanu's stirring work is a
complete and authoritative account of
the ideals and principles of the
Legionary Movement which shaped
the character of young Romanians
before WWII. Control over the
communications media and the normal
channels of book distribution by our
i n t e r n a t i o n a l enemies makes it
impossible to reach the broad market
this unique book deserves. We are
certain that the rapidly deteriorating
political conditions w'ill preclude a
second edition, and F O R M Y
LEGIONARIES will soon become a
collector's item. This book also
provides the 'missing pieces' of the drastically censored THE SUICIDE
OF EUROPE by Prince D. Sturdza; the idendity, of those who
masterminded Romania's takeover and who are now engaged in
carrying out the same program in the U.S. wUl no longer be unknown
to you ("Solzhenitsyn would appear to have not the slightest inkling of
who conquered HIS country!"—B.C.I

THE

ANTI-HUMANS5?o°.,XS'wSv

done to the young men whom Codreanu inspired, when, seven years
after his brutal murder, Rorhania was delivered to the Bolsheviks. They
were subjected to what is the inost fully documented Pavlovian
'experiment' on a large number of human beings. It is likely that the
same techniques were used on niany American prisoners in Korea and
Vietnam. THE ANTI-HUMANS is a well written document of great
historical and psychological importance. Reading it will be an
emotional experience you will not forget ("a sequel to Orwell's
1984"-R.S.H.; "a searing expose of red bestiality!" - D r . A.J.App).
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FREEDOM OF S P E E C H - F R E E D O M OF THOUGHT
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

The editor-publisher of THE LIBERTY BELL does not necessarily agree
with each and every article appearing in this magazine,.nordoeshe,. subscribe to
all conclusions arrived at by various writers, however, he does endeavor to
permit the exposure of ideas suppressed by the controlled news media of this
country,
It is, therefore, in the best tradition of America and of free men everywhere
that THE LIBERTY BELL strives to give free reign to ideas, for ultimately, it
is ideas which rule the world and determine both the content and structure of
culture.
We believe that we can and will change our society for the better. We
declare our long-held view that no institution or government created by men,
for. men, is inviolable, incorruptible and not subject to evolution, change or
replacement by the vJIII of the people.
To this we dedicate our lives and our Work. No effort will be spared and no
idea will be allowed to go unexpressed If we think it will benefit the people,
not only of America, but the entire world.
'George P. Dietz, Editor & Publisher

MORE OF
THE OTHER SIDE
by Jim Taylor
(Foreign Correspondent)
For the past ten years I have been writing about the incredible but true
story of how the Israelis constantly spy on both the U.S. government and
every single individual in this country. But most people never believed me;
despite the fact that I have seen intelligence documents which prove it
beyond even a shadow of a doubt.
Now that the captured official documents of this disgraceful matter
from the U.S. Embassy in Tehran have been published, perhaps more
people will finally acknowledge the truth. But I doubt it, even now, that
the totally brainwashed American pubUc will become aware of the extent
of Israeli surveillance of every American citizen's daily activities.
The truth is that Israel's MOSSAD, foreign intelligence service, knows
all about how you vote as well as many other details about your life.
Members of this terrorist organization have been posing as FBI agents in
order to gain accc-^s to confidential information about all Americans.
These are the same people who represented themselves as FBI men in 1979
when they bugged the room where U.S. Ambassador Andrew Young met
with FLO representatives at the U.N. This, of course, resulted in Israel
forcing President Carter to fire Young within 24 hours of the meeting. Not
what you might expect in a 'free' nation. But it happened.
Propaganda on a scale never experienced before in history has
succeeded, almost entirely, in concealing the truth from the American
people. With motives of avarice and a supreme lust for power, the Israelis
have become absolute masters over this nation of sheep who seem blind to
what has happened.
And did you know that not one senator, not one member of Congress
or even one private citizen has the courage to protest this violation of our
laws?
The recent disclosure by the Washington Spotlight that approximately 70
percent of the U.S. Senators allow the A D L to read all mail means that you
even have American Senators engaged in spying for Israel because the
IsraeU Embassy is furnished with the names and addresses of all who write
letters to Senators containing anything uncompUmentary about Israel.
Classified American documents which were captured when Iranian
militants took over the U.S. Embassy in Tehran reveal all these things and
more. Thirteen volumes of these secret documents have been published in
Iran and in Europe. These surveys were prepared by the CIA under the
title of "Israel: Foreign Intelligence and Secret Service."
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Repeated attempts are detailed as to liow Shin Beth and MOSSAD
penetrate American security. It reveals a case at the U.S. Consulate
General in Jerusalem where a clerical employee was having an affair with
an IsraeU girl. A falce abortion case was rigged against this employee in
order to recruit him for worlc against his own government.
The telephone systems of many American Embassies have been bugged
for years—not by the Russians, but by the Israelis.
JVlany times the Embassy Marine Guards are approached with offers of
money, girls, and drugs in order to get them to become informants for the
Zionists. In 1969, when I was conducting an investigation on another
matter in Paris, I uncovered a ring of MOSSAD agents who were trying to
blackmail the Marine Guards at the U.S. Embassy into selling information
about the 35 CIA men and women working out of that embassy.
But by far the most important Israeli spying takes place in the U.S., in
Washington and other places. Since MOSSAD has so many agents planted
in the State Department, CIA, and FBI; the Israelis always know in
advance every decision made in these branches of the government. A t one
time, many of the IRS department heads reported tax information directly
to the Israeli Embassy. And, believe it or not, Israeli agents are firmly
entrenched in the Social Security Administration. When you move, get a
pay raise or a new job; they loiow about it.
It is not by accident that almost always the National Security Advisor
to the President of either party is always a practicing Zionist. At the visible
end of the Zionist spectrum, let me name some people holding high rank
during the Ford Administration. Included were Secretary of State, Henry
Kissinger; Secretary of the Treasury, WilHam Simon; Federal Energy
Administrator, Frank G. Zarb; Attorney-General, Edward Levi; Assistant
for Economic Affairs to the President, L.W. Seidman; Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, Arthur Burns; Chairman of the Counsel of
Economic Advisors, Allan Greenspan; Federal Insurance Administrator,
George Bernstein; Deputy Attorney-General, Lawrence Silberman; Head of
White House Civil Rights Department, Leonard Garment; Press Secretary,
Ron Nessen; President's Senior Speech Writer, Milton Friedman; Mrs.
Ford's Pres Secretary, Sheila Weidenfeld; Chief Librarian, Library of
Congress, Dr. Daniel Boorstein; and Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral
Elmo Zumwalt, USN.
Intelligent readers might reasonably ask if this is true, how come you
never heard of it before. Well, I can tell you exactly the reason. Since
Israel controls every television network, every magazine, every daily
newspaper and almost every large radio station in the land; who is going to
inform the public about it? Also, bear in mind that every television
program, movie or stage play; as well as all the commercials are censored
by Israelis or their U.S. shock troops, the Jewish Lobby, before you ever
see them. You hear a lot about dual loyalists in our government, meaning
people who have two loyalties—Israel and the U.S., in that order of
preference. But, in my opinion, there is no such thing as a "dual"' loyalist.
Dual means two, right? These people may have American citizenship, but
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they are certainly not loyal to the United States of America. Loyalty is
not something which can be divided. Just as the proverbial man could not
serve two masters, neither can officials serve two governments at the same
time. And if they place their loyalty with Israel, I have another name for
them. And you know what it is.
-When I speak at universities and bring up the fact that the official
government of the United States of America does not now exist as a
separate viable entity, but is under the complete domination of a foreign
power; students and professors often laugh in disbelief. Nevertheless, I
still insist that, all major decisions of our government are made in Israel, by
the Israeli Embassy in Washington and by the powerful Jewish Lobby.
Like the Communist satellite countries follow the Moscow line, the U.S.
carries out the wishes of Israel right down to the last letter. This, in turn,
means that the Zionists have their hands on your throats. There is just no
more delicate or poUte way to phrase it.
Since most readers probably follow the establishment press and
television newscasts, you are aware of how American political decisions
always seem to be exactly what Israel demands both in Washington and at
the U . N . You have seen many times the U.N. voting which generally
follows the pattern of something like 127 to 2 U.S. and Israel on one side
and the rest of the world on the other side. It hardly seems logical to
imply, as the official U.S. response always does, that Israel and the U.S.
are right and that the rest of the world is wrong. That sort of unreasonable
justification doesn't make sense.
So I will try to give you some other illustrations. Take a look at the
historical specials on television. Examine the titles such as "The Wall,"
"Exodus," "QB-7," "Raid onEn.tebbe," "Masada," and the many versions
of the so-called holocaust during World War II. Is there the slightest thing
about these programs which contains something about American history?
Of course not. They deal strictly with glorifying Israel and some type of
Zionist propaganda. Did you ever see in recent years even one program
praising American heritage? I don't think so. Did you ever see just one
mention of the valiant men of the U.S.S. Liberty whose red blood was
spilled into the blue Mediterranian on June 8, 1967. Were these men, who
gave their lives for their country, ever mentioned on any television
program? No! And you never will hear them. And did you know that the
only time the names of these dead and wounded men have ever been listed
in print any place in the United States was in my book, Pearl Harbor 117
Let me pose a question. If Americans care at all about these courageous
men who died in vain, how come their names have never been printed
except in my book, which happens to be boycotted by all daily
newspapers, magazines and bookstores in the United States?
If .there is a special providence in the fall of a single sparrow to the
earth, as poets and philosophers alike would have us believe, then why
must the names of the victims of the Liberty attack be kept secret from
the American people? It has been 15 years since these men were murdered
and maimed but, as yet, there have never been any pubKc encomiums for
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them. I repeat to you that the cries of the damned have not been heard
throughout the land and the naked aggressions of the Israelis have not
been checked. American taxpayers are continuing to pay for more IsraeH
terrorist acts such as the destruction of the Iraq reactor last year.
As for Congress doing anything about this ungodly state of affairs,
forget it. In 1980, when then Sen. A3lai Stevenson of Illinois was
attempting to get a Senate Hearing on the Liberty attack, he couldn't even
get it out of the committee. On a IS-member committee he needed eight
votes. He could get only five. How does it happen that almost all of our
Senators and Representatives sweep the Liberty attack under the rug and
will not even discuss it? What are your elected Representatives so. afraid
of? They seem to have an investigation into everything else. But never will
they allow the American people to learn the true facts about the Liberty.
Is this the true American way?
Please allow me to give you yet another splendid example of how the
Israelis control events involving your own destiny, as well as your personal
Hberty and freedom right in your own country. Six of the gallant men who
died in the Liberty attack, five sailors and one Marine, lie buried in the
Arlington National Cemetery. Now you might believe that the dedicated
Zionists at the Israeli Embassy in Washington and the Jewish Lobby, plus
their controlled members of Congress, would never go so far as ito
interfere with the final resting place of these American servicemen who
died for their country. Not so! Don't ever believe it!
When the Israelis learned that six of the men they had murdered that
fateful day of June 8, 1967, were to be honored by being buried at
Arlington beside many other American heroes; they screamed in protest so
loudly you could probably hear it all the way to Tel Aviv. The Zionists did
not want these men, our honored dead, buried at Arlington. You might
say it would not be any business of Israel or any other foreign nation what
the U.S. does with her own dead. You'd be wrong. American business is
IsraeH business. To them, it's all one country—theirs! Despite this, the
Navy went ahead and buried them at Arlington. However, other protests
were quickly heard from the Israelis. You see, a common tombstone had
been made for these six comrades-at-arms. It had a line across the granite
at the bottom of it which was to have read "Killed in the Eastern
Mediterranean by Israel June 8, 1967." The IsraeUs succeeded in forcing
the mighty U.S. government to bow down to their wishes by removing the
word "Israel." Now it was supposed to read "Killed in the Eastern
Mediterranean June 8, 1967." But even this watered down version was
strongly protested by Israel and their U.S. lobby. They didn't hke the
word "Killed" on it. So again the wording was changed. The final version
merely reads "Died in the Eastern Mediterrean June 8, 1967."
And that is exactly how the tombstone reads today. You need not take
my word for it. Go to Arlington and read it for yourself. Visitors who see
this tombstone will never know that these brave men gave their lives in
defense of their country. These men are doomed forever to eternally he
beneath the hallowed ground in blasphemy so as not to offend the
4
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sensibilities of the very nation which murdered them. How's that for
chutzpah? How do patriotic Americans feel about this injustice when men
who died for this nation are not even allowed a proper tombstone
detaining their place in history? No person reading that inscription vidll
even know that they were killed by a vicious enemy in an unwarranted
attack. When you read that these men "died" in the Eastern
Mediterranean, you don't have any clue as to how they died. Visitors
might think that these six brave souls died of the flu or perhaps fell
overboard and drowned. No one is supposed to know the secret of these
men—our honored dead.
In final analysis, let me put it to you this way. If the Israelis have
enough power in Washington to control people who are dead and six feet
under the ground, is it any wonder that they can control all living
Americans? Think about this!
You might also watch for Israel to suddenly annex Lebanon this
summer in much the same manner as the Golan Heights.' First, the Israelis
will blitz that disturbed nation with a large force. The occupation and
finally annexation will follow as soon as they feel that world opinion will
permit it. According to my CIA sources, this land grab by the Zionists has
already been approved by Washington. However, to make it appear that
the U.S. doesn't approve of this massive Israeli act of aggression, a weak
and false American denunciation will be given wide attention in the press.
Then, as usual, all will be forgiven and this Israeli expansion will be
approved by the Reagan Administration. This slight delay in approval by
the U.S. does not mean that Washington has any real concern for the
welfare of a few mUUon more displaced Arabs. It will be used merely to
make Europe and the rest of the world judge less harshly the cruel and
heartless American attitude toward the Arab world.
•
The American Sunbeam, 8 March 1982
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Letters to the Editor
Dear George:
17 May 1982
Thanks for enabling me to find out about the real character of the
poison-pen Jews; what 'Masters of Deceit' they really are! Keep up the
good work of spreading this vital truth. I enclose a small check to help you
further your work.
A New 'Born-Again' Patriot.
D.W., Florida
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*****

Dear George:
24 May 1982
I hope it is not too late to let you know how much I enjoyed reading
the article "The Enemy of Our Enemies, by Prof. Oliver. It is so deep, yet
so clear, and gives hope for the resurrection of the cradle of civilization,
Germany, in old glory and splendour. Thanks to Dr. Oliver and to you,
George, for having brought and printed this magnificent article.
Please continue to pound, remind and enlighten people about that
world plague, the Jews; the Jews are our misfortune! This cry should again
resound ever loudly from all corners of the world, from all the enslaved
peoples. The Jews are vampires, and vampires, like spiders, suck the blood
of their victims; so does the Jew, living off the fruits of peoples and
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characterized this vermin:'
"What the plague, degeneration, and syphilis mean in regards to health,
to mankind, so is the Jew the moral equivalent to the white population."
Keep up your excellent work for our race. We need you for the day of
reckoning!
Sincerely,
K.S,, New York

*****
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Dear Sir:
25 May 1982
I am a Soviet citizen, Russian, married to a U.S. citizen, and live in this
country since 1977.
It was only last year that I was able to lay my hands on a book (in
Russian, printed in Spain!) by Andrey Dikiy, "The Jews in Russia and
USSR," which F I N A L L Y opened my eyes to reality.
I obtained the article, "Anti-Semitism in the USSR-Another Jewish
Hoax," b y O . V ; Drtina, in the January 1977 issue of "The Liberty Bell"
only a few weeks ago, and translated it into Russian.
First of all I would like to thank Mr. Drtina and you as publishers for
such an outstanding research.
I have noticed a few errors and misprints, however. Here they are:
page 9, 2nd column, (6), the last name is K U N A E V , not KUNSEV, and
^
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he is a Kajalch, not USBEK.
Page'9, 2nd column (9), first name should read A R V I D , not AVRID.
Page 10, 1st column (14), GENNADIJ, not GRENADIJ.
Page 10, 2nd column (17), patronimic MIRONOVICH, not
MOROVICH.
• Page 10, 2nd column (18), last name KAPITONOV, not KAPITANOV.
' Page 31, 1st column (4th line from bottom). Admiral GORSHKOV, not
GORAHKOV. '
Page 31, 2nd column (6th line from bottom) Major-General SERAFIM
N. L Y A L I N , not SERAFIN L Y A N L I N .
And
since
yesterday's
T V announcement
that a Jew
A N D R O P O V - L I E B E R M A N is a contender to Brezhnev,, who" is married to
a Jewess, we get the best proof that the Jews A R E the ruUng group in the
USSR!
Please send me additional copies of this reprint.
With great appreciation,
B.V., California

I

Dear George:
27 May 1982
I would like to pass along to you and your readers a few comments on
the CIA booklet. The Holocaust Revisited; A retrospective Analysis of the
Auschwitz-Birkenau Extermination Complex (Feb. 1979, ST-79-10001).
This is the famous CIA analysis of American WWII photos of Auschwitz.
The authors admit that their interest had been rekindled by the television
presentation "Holocaust." I obtained a copy of the report for $5. from the
Library of Congress Photoduplication Service, Wash. D.C., 20540. I would
like to make the following six points:
1. The Auschwitz-Birkenau camp is less than 8 kilometers from the IG
Farben synthetic oil and rubber facility at Auschwitz III which a photo on
page 3 labels as BUNA, the German scientific term for synthetic rabber.
2. On page 5 the authors claim that Farben used British POWs at their
B U N A plant. Why hasn't anyone used the testimony of these British POWs
as e\-ewitness evidence for the Holocaust? These men were less than 8
kilometers from the daily extermination and cremation of 12,000 Jews, or
so the authors claim.
3. Page 3 informs us that Birkenau had been designed to exterminate
12,000 people a day. But on page 6 the authors (Dino Brugioni and
Robert Poirier) note that a rail spur under construction as evidenced by
the April 4, 1944, photo is completed in the June 26 photo. If the
Germans planned to kill 12,000 Jews a day at Birkenau, why didn't they
complete the rail spur to Birkenau before June 26, 1944?
4. On Page 2 the authors claim that 2 to 3 and a half million people
were killed'at Auschwitz between the spring of 1942 and November of
1944. But 12,000 a day for 1,275 days is 15,300,000 for Birkenau alone. I
would appreciate a recalculation by the authors as this is an obvious error!
5. On page 11 the authors claim that bodies were burned in the open
behind the crematoria in the summer of 1944. This is in addition to the
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12,000 a day who were taken care of by Birkenau's normal capacity. But
this is nonsense as the photos of April, 4, June 26, July 26, August 25, and
September 13 reveal no smoke from the crematoria, no bodies in open
pits and no Jews disembarking from trains.
6. On pages 14 and 15 the authors contradict the official Polish
Investigation's assertion that Gas Chamber II and III had been destroyed
by the Germans in November of 1944 as they are visible in the photos of
November 29, 1944, December 21, 1944, and January 14, 1945. If the
Germans stopped the exterminations in November, why did they wait
until after January 14, 1945 to dismantle theevidence?
Sincerely,
D.F., Massachussetts
*****
Hello there!
26 May 1982
Well it's been a long time since I wrote to you, but since war has broken
out in the South Atlantic, I feel compelled to inquire about your stand.
Hopefully you are FOR A R G E N T I N A , but I wouldn't know, when I
first wrote to you I said, for an Irishman to be allied to a German was
strange, since our old ancient and natural enemies are the English
herrenvolk, who are first cousins to the German herrenvolk. I said then
and I repeat, "necessity makes strange bedfellows" and our common
enemies were the talmudic Yiddish parasites who have taken over the
USA.
Now we have a war between Argentina and the United Kingdom,
Britain, "Great" Britain, England, or whatever it is called, and I work in a
predominantly WASP town, comprised mainly of English and German
types and they subvert the history of the United States and wish to return
it to England and oppose Argentina. But whereas the English of Argentina
refused, throughout the history of that country (with their usual lack of
magnanimity), to become citizens, I would imagine the Germans who went
there in droves following the collapse of the Third Reich, would have
become citizens and if so, I thought you might support Argentina through
your press.
How I wish I could print and had the facilities.
In conclusion, I am considering leaving for Argentina as soon as my
Irish passport is renewed, but I would like to go with comrades and not
empty-handed.
I am 52 years old, my children are grown, my Spanish-Indian wife
probably wouldn't leave Santa Fe, N.iVl. (our home), but before I die, I
want just one chance to send a few of these colossal, one-eyed
homosexual, hypocrites to hell and, of course, if you are for the English "
herrenvollc, you are against Argentina and FOR your jew-owned,
Anglo-minded, shit-house American press.
It would be interesting to know.
J.D., California
*****
continued on page 12
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SABBATH
SUPERSTITION
THE IDEA that one day in the week is better than the others and should
be set apart for religious purposes; that it should be considered holy; that
no useful work should be done on that day; that it should be given over to
pious idleness and sad ceremonies connected with the worship of a
supposed Being, seems to have originated by the Jews,
According to the Old Testament, the Sabbath was marvelously sacred
for two reasons, the first being, that Jehovah created the universe in six
days and rested on the seventh, and the second, because the Jews had been
delivered from the Egyptians.
The .first of these reasons we now know to be false, and the second has
nothing, so far as we are concerned, to do with the question.
There is no reason for our keeping the seventh day because the Hebrews
were delivered from the Egyptians.
The Sabbath was a Jewish institution, and, according to the Bible, only
the Jews were commanded to keep that day. Jehovah said nothing to the
Egyptians on that subject, nothing to the PhiUstines, nothing to the
Gentiles.
The Jews kept that day with infinite strictness, and with them this
space of time known as the Sabbath became so holy that he who violated
it by working was put to death. Sabbath-breaking and murder were equal
crimes. On the Sabbath the pious Jew would not build a fire in his house.
He ate cold victuals and thanked God. The gates of the city were closed.
No business was done, and the traveler who arrived at the city on that day
remained outside until evening. If he happened to fall, he remained where
he fell until the sun had gone down.
The early Christians did not hold the seventh day in such veneration. As
a matter of fact, they ceased to regard it as holy, and changed the sacred
day from the seventh to the first. This change was really made by
Constantine, because the first day of the week was the Sunday of the
Pagans; and this day had been given to pleasure and recreation and to
rehgious ceremonies for many centuries.
After Constantine designated the first day to be kept and observed by
Christians, our Sunday became the sacred time.
The early Christians, however, kept the day much as it had been kept
by the Pagans. They attended church in the morning, and in the afternoon
enjoyed themselves as they could.
The Catholic Church fell in with the prevailing customs, and to
accommodate itself to Pagan ways and superstitions, it agreed, as far as it
could, with the ideas of the Pagan.
Up to the time of the Reformation, Sunday had been divided between
the discharge of religious duties d,nd recreation.
Luther did not believe in the sacredness of the Sabbath. After church
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he enjoyed himself by playing games, and wanted others to do the same.
Even John Calvin, whose view had been blurred by the "Five Points,"
allowed the people to enjoy themselves on Sunday afternoon.
The reformers on the continent never had the Jewish idea of the
sacredness of the Sabbath.
In Geneva (Switzerland), Germany and France, all kinds of innocent
amusement were allowed on that day; and I believe the same was true of
Holland.
But in Scotland the Jewish idea was adopted to the fullest extent.
There Sabbath-breaking was one of the blackest and one of the most
terrible crimes. Nothing was considered quite as sacred as the Sabbath.
The Scotch went so far as to take the ground that it was wrong to save
people who were drowning on Sunday, the drowning being a punishment
inflicted by God, Upon the question of kaeping the Sabbath, most of the
Scottish people became insane.
The same notions about the holy day were adopted by the Dissenters
in England, and it became the principal tenet in their creed.
The Puritans and the Pilgrims were substantially crazy about the
sacredness of Sunday. With them, the first day of the week was set apart
for preaching, praying, attending church, reading the Bible, and studying
the catechism. Walking, riding, playing on musical instruments, boating,
swimming, and courting, were all crimes. No one had the right to be happy
on that blessed day. It was a time of gloom, sacred, solemn, and religiously
stupid.
They did their best to strip their religion of every redeeming feature.
They hated art and music—everything calculated to produce joy. They
despised everything except the Bible, the Church, God, Sunday, and the
creed.
The influence of these people has been felt in every part of our
country. The Sabbath superstition became almost universal. No laughter,
no smiles on that day; no games, no recreation, no riding, no walking
through the perfumed fields or by the winding streams or the shore of the
sea. No communion with the subtle beauties of nature; no wandering in
the woods with wife and children, no reading of poetry and fiction;
nothing but solemnity and gloom, listening to sermons, thinking about sin,
death, graves, coffins, shrouds, epitaphs and ceremonies and the marvelous
truths of sectarian religion, and the weaknesses of those who were natural
enough and sensible enough to enjoy themselves on the Sabbath day.
So universal became the Sabbath superstition that the legislatures of all
the States, or nearly all, passed laws to prevent work and enjoyment on
that day, and declared all contracts void relating to business entered into
on Sunday.
The Germans gave us the first valuable lesson on this subject. They
came to this country in great numbers; they did not keep the American
Sabbath. They listened to music and they drank beer on that holy day.
They took their wives and children with them and enjoyed themselves; yet
they were good, kind, industrious people. They paid their debts and their
10
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credit was the best. Our people saw that men could be good and women
virtuous without "keeping" the Sabbath. This did us great good, and
changed the opinions of hundreds of thousands of Americans.
But the churches insisted on the old way. Gradually our people began
to appreciate the fact that one-seventh of the time was being stolen by
superstition. They began to ask for the opening of libraries, for music in
the parks, and to be allowed to visit museums and public places on the
Sabbath,
In several States these demands were granted, and the privileges have
never been abused. The people were orderly, polite to officials and to each
other.
In 1876, when the Centennial was held at .Philadelphia, the
Sabbatarians had control. Philadelphia was a Sunday city, and so the gates
of the Centennial were closed on that day. This was in Philadelphia where
the Sabbath superstition had been so virulent that chains had been put
across the streets to prevent stages and carriages from passing at that holy
time.
At that time, millions of Americans felt that a great wrong was done by
closing the Centennial to the laboring people; but the managers—most of
them being politicians—took care of themselves and kept the gates closed.
In 1876 the Sabbatarians triumphed, and when it was determined to
hold a world's fair at Chicago, they made up their minds that no one,
should look upon the world's wonders on the Sabbath day. To accomplish
this pious and fooHsh purpose, committees were appointed all over the
country; money was raised to make a campaign; persons were employed to
go about and arouse the enthusiasm of religious people; petitions by the
thousand were sent to Congress and to the officers of the World's Fair,
signed by thousands of people who never saw them; resolutions were
passed in favor of Sunday closing by conventions, presbyteries, councils,
and associations. Lobbyists were employed tp influence members of
Congress, Great bodies of Christians threatened to boycott the fair and yet
the World's Fair is open on Sunday.
What is the meaning of this? Let me tell you. It means that in this
country the Scotch New England Sabbath has ceased to be;it means that
it is dead. The last great effort for its salvation has been put forth, and has
failed. It belonged to the creed of Jonathan Edwards and the beHef of the
witchbumers, and in this age it is out of place.
There was a time when the minister and priest were regarded as the
foundation of wisdom; when information came from the altar, from the
pulpit; and when the sheep were the property of the shepherd. That day in
intelligent communities has passed. We no longer go to the minister or the
church for information. The orthodox minister is losing his power, and the
Sabbath is now regarded as a day of rest, of recreation and of pleasure.
The church must keep up with the people. The minister must take
another step. The multitude care but little about controversies in churches,
but they do care about the practical questions that directly affect their
daily lives. Must we waste one day in seven; must we make ourselves
August 1982
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Dear Sir:
27 May 1982
Where are the howls and the screaming, the invective, the gnashing of
teeth? Where is the thirst for blood? Where are all the estabUshment
commentators castigating; the extremist college professors who spewed out
their pro-war views in pre-World War II days and became strangely silent
before, during, and after the war, regarding Communist malfeasance, and
who flip-flopped and suddenly became pacifist in the Viet Nam War?
Where are the estabUshment hack writers and their stooges-the likes of
Walter Lippman and Walter Winchell, their pens dripping with smears and
clamoring for war? Where are all the fear tactics once used to stir up
hatred, slander and war against the German people? . All noticeably absent
when Communists or whoever are concerned. Although we can expect

dual loyalists dispensing their cartel control of the media and pubhshing
houses upon the captive masses and along with hectic flag-waving a
potpourri of loud, relentless military music in our ears when the
mark/dollar-created bandit state of Israel's aggression becomes defensible.
Now we see Churchill's rag-tag Britain sailing off, the remnants of the
Great Alcoholic's empire, that was to last a thousand years. The ghosts of
Roosevelt and Churchill are tagging along behind the British fleet enroute
to the Falklands—a result of their fratricidal legacy.
Sincerely,
J.B., Texas
*****
Dear Mr. Dietz:
29 May 1982
Lately, I have noticed a couple of references to a so-called Odinist
group called the Asatru Free Assembly.
I WQuld like to warn people who are thinking about joining this group,
or wasting their money on a subscription to their journal. The Runestone,
to be aware. They are very anti-nationalsocialist and if'- you are
anti-Semitic, they let you know real quick that that is just-a cover-up for
being Christian.
Three years ago, their sister group in London, England, expelled a
group of National SociaHst comrades who were operating in one of their
gemoots (churches).
The Asatru Free Assembly is always quick to point out that they are
very much in favor of free speech, thought and beUef, but when an
individual chooses to follow National Socialism, they are the first to deny
you these rights.
This group is more like a bunch of Kosher Konservatives.
I've been reading their material for a few years now, and the more I've
read the more it disgusts me.
If you want to belong to a true White Peoples religion, look into the
Odinist Fellowship [Box 1647, Crystal River, EL 32629 -Ed.]. Their
people have been around a lot longer, and surely aren't going to deny free
speech and thoughts to their members. Membership in the Fellowship is
free, also. •
In the A . F . A . , anybody who joins after September of 1981 has to pay
one percent, before taxes, of their yearly income. Sounds pretty
un-democratic to me.
With Wotan HeU, 88!
D.S., Missouri
*****
Dear Sir:
1 June 1982
I was reading the Liberty Bell for March 1982 and noted a few of your
readers were somewhat irrate because you are apparently turning your
back on the Hebrew/Christian Bible and Religion. I know that you cannot
very well answer back and explain.'But I think that I can help out, as 1 am
somewhat in a position to acquire writings by "Professionals" that the
average person may not necessarily have access to immediately.
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unhappy or melancholy one-seventh of the time?
These are important questions, and for many years the Church in our
country has answered them both in the affirmative, and a vast number of
people, not Christian, have also said "yes" because they wanted votes, or
because they feared to incite the hatred of the Church.
Now, in this year of 1893, a World's F i i r answered this question in the
negative, and a large majority of the citizens of the Republic say that the
officers of the Fair have done right. This marks an epoch in the history of
the Sabbath. It is to be sacred in a religious sense in this country no longef,
Henceforth in the United States the Sabbath is for the use of man.
Many of those who labored for the closing of the Fair on Sunday took
the ground that if the gates were opened, God would visit this nation with
famine, flood, and fire. It hardly seems possible that God will destroy
thousands of women and children who had nothing to do with the opening
of the Fair; still, if he is the same God described in the Christian Bible, he
may destroy our babes as he did those of the Egyptians. It is a little hard
to tell in advance what a God of that kind will do.
It was believed for many centuries that God punished the
Sabbath-breaking individual and the Sabbath-breaking nation. Of course,
facts never had anything to do with this belief, and the prophecies of the
pulpit were never fulfilled. People who drowned on Sunday, acording to
the Church, lost their lives by the will of God, Those drowned on other
days, were the victims of storm and accident. The nations that kept the
Sabbath were no more prosperous than those that broke the sacred day.
Certainly France is as prosperous as Scotland.
Let us hope, however, that these zealous gentlemen who have predicted
calamities were mistakeni let us be glad that hundreds of thousands of
workingmen and women will be delighted and refined .by looking at the
statues, the paintings, the machinery, and the countless articles of use and
beauty gathered together at the great Fair, and let us be glad that on the
one day that they can spare from toil, the gates will be open to them.
•
From The Truth Seeker, Box 2832, San Diego, C A 92112
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, continued from page 8
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For many years a number of "electrical instruments and products" have
been used against human physical and brain bodies. These manufactured
products made by man have helped to distort the American citizen's
viewpoints.
The Old Testament and the New Testament are both master treatises
designed to create a special pattern of "iself-hypnosis" and the outside
control of functions of the human body systems and brain by outside
mechanical devices. One such instrument known to have been used to
create the self-induced impression of "religious visions" is the hypnoscope.
"The Task Force Report on Automation in Psychiatry," The Psychiatry
A s s o c . , W a s h i n g t o n , D . C . , d e t a i l s the use of the
teiemetry-electromagnetic-electroencephalogram in surreptitious entry
human brain invasion using the BELIEF SYSTEM of the human subject
(Belief System means the ideas of belief "such as honor, valor, religion,
morality, folk tales, etc.) It says that the machine uses a binary "sound"
impulse or airwave impulse very similar to a morse code (and the sound
may be audible or ultra-sound). This equipment, together with the
Holograph, have been used to make the "subject" think he/she is having a
religious vision or religious experience. . . .
It has been revealed that the NASA's ATS-6 Satellite has been used for
projecting religious images on walls in Mexico, and a large number of
people were fooled into believing they were seeing the image of the Virgin
Mary or Jesus on the walls.
Information has been revealed to this writer, that the Hebrew/Christian
Bible has been computerized for sound and picture projection. And it was
revealed by the Washington Post that a Yoga teacher's works had, also,
been computerized.
Leaving the Hebrew/Christian Religion really means turning away to
seek individual self control, rather than being a subject of self-hypnosis
and mind control by outsiders. The matter is serious.
Very truly yours,
A . K . , Maryland
*****
Dear George:
1 June 1982
Since the time my letter, regarding Odinism, was printed in Vol.-9—no.
9, several things have occurred that I think you and your kindred should
know about.
First, I received a letter from a practicing Odinist in my area. He said he
wanted to start a study group. His letter was informative about himself
and his plans. After some thought I sent him a letter, but right up front I
told him my politics was ultra-right and that I was a devout racist.
Needless to say, that was the last I heard from him. Not a peep from this
faithful of Odin!
Secondly, I received the Spring 1982, No. 39 issue of The Runestone,
published by the Asatru Free Assembly. On page 17 it has a letter from a
member who was all upset because he found there were "American Nazis"
in the first Odinit get-together he attended. He says the movement "also

attracts a group who the Odinist movement could do without." This guy
probably had a movement when he came upon those wicked Nazis.
He also states that if you want to hate Jews, join The Moral Majority.
This guy thinks Falwell is anti-kike. He has a lot to learn. His letter goes on
with the usual anti-National Socialist drivel.,
The purpose of this letter is to stress that one should look into Odinism
vvith" eyes wide open and giving a quick turn of the head now and again to
check the rear. A l l who say Heil Hitler and Hail Odin are not what they
may seem.
For myself, I know exactly where I stand: Unsere letzte
Hoffnung: Hitler!
Nur Hitler!
DJ.,^ Pennsylvania
*****
Dear George:
3 June 1982
I have enclosed $7 for 5 copies of the April 1982 issue. The comedy
relief from R.D. at the end of that issue was a nice touch. Of course, the
greatest music and art the world has ever known was created around the
Christian legend. That's fine.It's a good story; very moving, etc. But, let's
not be stupid. The Bible was no more written by God than any other
book, including the Koran and Alice in Wonderland, and the doctrine
espoused in the New Testament is an obvious attempt to put some poor
ignorant race on the list of endangered species. On the other hand, perhaps
Christianity might provide a means to rid the White Race of its more
feeble-minded members—who knows?
Anyway, keep printing such tidbits of hilarity—if only to remind us
that susceptability to primitive superstition is not confined to negroes.
Sincerely,
S.D., California
*****
Dear Sir:
'
5 June 1982
I am an advocate of Arab Rights and have discovered that the same
Yiddish imposters who erroneously claim Hebrew heritage are the same
plotters whose Protocols are being used to destroy America from within
via the legislative bodies, mass communication media, duped minorities,
etc. I have recently been accepted as a member of the Presidential Task
Force.
I would greatly appreciate any information or literature you may have
relative to exposing the unconscionable refuse of humanity, the "Yiddish
Club" of lower caste Germans, who attempted to economically strangle
Germany prior to the emergence of Hitler. This is the rest of the story that
the propagandists prevent from being told.
Sincerely,
A . H . , Washington DC
* ** *
Dear Mr. Dietz:
8 June 1982
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T H E U.S.A.A MEIvTING P O T ?
OF WHITE NATIONALITIES-YES!

OF RACES-NO!

By Gen. R. Never
THE U,S.A:-A

MELTING

P0T7-YES!

OF RACES7-N0!

.

IT IS A FACT and truth of history that the U.S.A. was created by White
Racists to be a White Racist society-it was NOT a melting pot of RACES;
it became and was a melting pot of WHITE nationalities. There is and must
be a total and absolute difference between the U.S.A. as a melting pot of
White nationaUties and a melting pot of Races. As melting pot of White
nationalities, the U.S.A. became great! As a melting pot of Races, the
U.S.A. has declined and is falling. Was the U.S.A. created to be a melting
pot of Races?—No! To prove the answer to this question, we must review
the history of the United States of America, its origin and beginning; who
conceived the priceless principles of the Declaration of Independence, and
why?
Let us start at the point in the history of the U.S.A. when the Founding
Fathers were uniting against the "intolerable acts" levied against the
English colonies in America—around 1770. Over ninety percent of the
"people" in the colonies were from Great Britain, the others were from
Holland, France, Germany, etc., colored slaves were not considered to be
people. The colonists considered themselves free Englishmen with the
Rights of Englishmen. The colonies and the motherland was in fact and
deed, in heritage and culture, a White Racist society peopled by White
Racists who owned and condoned the ownership of slaves. There was no
integration of the Races! That was unthinkable-there were laws against
integration in each colony to prevent the stupid and irresponsible people
from integration and cross breeding. But the colonies of that time were all
White Racist Societies, settled by White people who lived the White Race's
mores, customs, heritage, and culture. The Declaration of Independence
stated to England that all Englishmen were equal, regardless of what
colony they lived in, and were bom with inalienable Rights which they
claimed for themselves. The ten percent of colonists who were of other
White nationahties also claimed these Rights of the Englishmen—colonists
from Great Britain. The colonists \went on to vvar to wini their
independence and set up these U.S.A. wherein only White people were
citizens.
After fighting a long, terrible, and costly war for their independence as
the U.S.A., and winning that. war at great sacrifice, which they willingly
paid as the price of independence and freedom, the White people of the
United States created a new White society-a limited Constitutional
16
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Republic wherein all responsible White men were citizens, regardless of the
nation of their origin. The Declaration of Independence created a newnationality-that of the U.S.A.-Americans. A l l White people of all White
nationalities in the U.S.A. were Americans, That was the melting pot of
the U.S.A. A l l White people emigrating to the U.S.A. became U.S.
citizens-and Americans-when they accepted U.S. citizenship, to abide by
the mores,, morality, and culture of this White society of the U.S.A. While
the different White nationalities loved and cherished some of their old
national customs and culture, they readily adapted to their new home with
its wonderous new philosophy of the Declaration of Independence and the
laws and mores as defined in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Thus
did these U.S.A., a White Racist society, become the "melting pot" of the
different White nationalities of Europe. No colored people were "melted"
in that pot! The colored people were not considered equal to the White
people.. The Fomiding Fathers, and the people they represented, were all
White Racists, proudly living their Wliite Racism in their White Racist
society of the U.S.A.'This is proven by the fact that the Founding Fathers
owned slaves and condoned slavery. The Founding Fathers were proud
White Racists, and were in fact and deed proud White Supremacists. And
they had every right to be proud of their White Race and White Race's
superior heritage of culture.
They also had a right to be proud of their White people's incomparable
Declaration of Independence, their limited Constitutional RepubHc for
their White people. They also had a right to be proud of their
Constitution/Bill of Rights, which was and is the most advanced, most fair
and just form of government ever conceived, created, and instituted by
man-and it was the White man and his White Race's heritage and culture
that did all this, that made all this possible. No Yellow man, or Brown
man, or Black man voluntarily and willingly braved great oceans in small
sailing ships, and fought the hostile savages to take this land, that is-that
was-the greatest nation on earth. Only the White man voluntarily^ came to
the English zolonits—White Scotsmen, White Irishmen, White Welshmen,
While Englishmen, White Dutchmen, White Frenchmen, White Germans,
White Scandinavians, etc. A l l these White men of different White
nationalities who, in the main, voluntarily and for many reasons, came to
these shores, became Americans when they got to America. A l l these
White nationalities came to America and "melted" into being
Americans-Wfefie Americans. There are no other liinds of Americans but
White Americans. When White people integrated into the melting pot of
the U.S.A., they gave up their allegiance to their White national homeland
and pledged allegiance to their new White homeland-the melting pot of
White people, the melting pot of White nationalities, obeying and
following, most important of all, Natural Law. A l l of the nationalities of
Europe are of the White Race. Thence, when a Scotsman and i Bohemian
woman marry/mate, they are mating within their Race as Nature's {God's
Allah's, Thor's, Odin's-call it what you will) Natural Laws demand; and
their progeny will be white, with the White Race's Genetic Heritage arid
August 1982
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Every colony in America had laws prohibiting integration of the
colored people into the White society of the U.S.A. It was unthinkable for
a White person to marry/mate with a colored person. The separation of the
Races was as natural as breathing and sleeping—one does it without
conscious thought. It is instinctive! Thence, in the melting pot of America,
it was the different White nationalities that melted together to make
Americans, and only White people were citizens, only White people of
different nationalities melted together—/zwt as the Laws of Nature
demand.
The greatest teacher—history—proves that every society/civilization is
created by the people of one Race. So, too, was the U.S.A. created by the
people of one R a c e — W h i t e Race. Every society lives that founding
Race's heritage and culture. Our White people in our U.S.A. White society,
living our White Race's mores, morality, common law, customs, and
culture, did not have locks on doors, nor were our White womenfolk
worried, when shopping or in their homes, about rape, mugging, assault,
etc. But in an integrated society, a society wherein different races, with
different racial cultures and heritage, are integrated, the White
society—being no longer White-no longer Uves the White heritage and
culture of its founders. In the U.S.A. integrated society, all doors are
double locked, fearful people put bars on their windows, and the
womenfolk are so fearful and terrified of being mugged, raped, assaulted,
etc., that they don't go out of their homes at night. Why? Because the
mongrel culture of an integrated society is not the White heritage and
culture, with its high morality, wherein the White individual self-restrains
his acts and respects his fellow citizens' rights. The colored's racial heritage
and culture is much more primitive than the White Race's heritage and
culture. The White Race is far more advanced than the colored Race. You
can tell how advanced a Race is in its development, by its culture, by its
societies, and how it treats its women. Has any colored Race ever
conceived, created, instilled, and lived an advanced society as a democracy
or a republic? No. Not in all their history. But the White man
has—many, many times., And each time the White man has created and
instituted those highly moral advanced societies, in time they permitted
integration, and this integration destroyed these advanced White societies.
Every time the White man permits integration of the inferior colored races,
•with their primitive heritage and cultures, into his White man's superior
societies and cidtures, the integrated society declines and falls! There are
no exceptions—this is the Law of Nature! There can be no exception!
Nature's Laws prohibit the integration of the Races! Remember—Nature's
Laws are absolute, immutable, irrefutable, uncompromisable; transgressors
will be punished.
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A White Society may permit integration, but if it does, it will decline
and fall. Integration means disintegration of the White Race. Integration of
the Races means disintegration of the White Race's heritage and culture
and the end of their society.
Mongrel people have never created an advanced society, nor will they
ever, because and advancing society requires a stable Racial heritage and
culture to survive, and a stable Racial heritage and culture is what the
mongrels are lacking, and will never have, simply because they are
mongrels. History's paths are strewn with advanced White societies which
tolerated integration of the Races-and died: Egypt, India, Rome, and the
greatest society of all—the once-great U.S.A.
The U.S.A. were, in accordance with Natural Law, created a White
Racist society, by White Racists for White Racists, to Uve and enjoy the
White Race's heritage and culture, and so long as these U.S.A. remained a
melting, pot of White nationalities-a nation of White people only—the
U.S.A. progressed and advanced until it became the greatest society in
history, thanks wholly and solely to the fact that they obeyed and
followed Natural Law, and did not integrate other Races into its White
Racial society. Then our White society and its religions changed their
principles and dogma to accept and promote integration. Why would the
greatest society on earth suddenly reverse its thinking? Why would this
great White society of White Racists suddenly permit integration of the
Races when they had laws prohibiting such a crime? And integration is a
crime! Why is integration a crime? Because every person has inalienable
rights to have the Racial heritage and culture of a pure Race to help them
survive and pursue happiness. But mongrels are denied this right!
Integration is a crime against humanity because integration is Genocide,
Societies have the right to survive if they have the innate ability, and they
can, if they remain a pure single Race society that they were created.
Today, our declining, integrated society knows a lot about Nature's
Laws of genetics. We do know that integration breeds mongrels, and that
every mongrelized society declines and eventually falls. Armed with this
knowledge, it is' up to our White men to reverse this integration and return
to the separation of the Races that our Founding Fathers practiced, and
that our ancestors practiced, and that made our U.S.A. possible.
Endowed by Nature with an instinct for survival, every form of life
fights to survive. Yet, our White people are not fighting to survive! "Why?
Why are our White people permitting the colored hordes to invade their
White homelands, to integrate and destroy their White societies? Why?
Because their leaders are Racial Traitors—ior whatever reason. Racial
Treason is Racial Treason, whatever the reason. It makes no difference
that our leaders may have good intentions. The destruction,
extermination, and genocide of our White societies and our White Race is
just as final, whether this integration was done for good or evil intentions.
In fact and results, the Racial traitor with good intentions is more to be
feared than the enemy who deliberately attempts to integrate the Races to
destroy the society—we recognize the enemy for what he really is. But the
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Racial traitor with good intentions is accepted as one of us, and he is
permitted, by our own people who are stricken with blindness, to destroy
our White society and our White Race because he is supposed to be one of
us, and is supposed to be doing what is best for us. Our White men are
disarmed by these 'good intentions,' but the betrayal isn't any less real
because it is being done with 'goo3 intentions,' nor are these
good-intentioned traitors any lesser traitors for their 'good
intentions'—integrationists are traitors!
With the vast knowledge of genetics and history available today, there is
no excuse for our leaders, who are supposed to be the most knowledgeable
and wisest of our people, not to know about the fact that integration is
genocide, racial and societal treason. There is also no excuse for our White
men(?) to idly stand by and permit colored hordes to infiltrate our White
societies, to mate with our White people, and thus to destroy our White
Race and society. Every White leader and every man of our White Race
knows instinctively that integration is wrong and that colored men must
not mate with our White Women, and White men must not mate with
colored women. Every such integrated mating is racial treason! Those who
integrate or promote integration are racial and societal traitors!
The enemies among us claim that it is a right of the individual to
integrate. Is it a right for you to deny your progeny a Racial heritage and
culture? No! Is it your right to integrate and destroy our society? No! Is-it
your right to integrate and destroy your Race and your Race's genetic
heritage that tens of thousands of White people before you worked and
fought so hard to maintain and keep pure, so that you might survive and
have a White Racial heritage and culture? No! The inalienable rights you
were giiaranteed by our Founding Fathers and their priceless Declaration
of Independence, Constitution and Bill of Rights, were based solely and
wholly upon the genetic heritage and culture of our superior White Race.
When you, men and women of the White Race, permit integration of
our White society, you are permitting its destruction, totally and
absolutely, as history proves. Your slavish permissiveness and slavish
acceptance is societal
as well as Racial treason. Your meek
permissiveness makes you an enemy to our White Race and society.
Instead of you fighting against this deadly, insidious enemy integration,
you permit it to happen and your permissiveness makes you an accessory
to this crime. Permissiveness signals approval. Your permissiveness means
your approval.
We White people are in a total war for survival. If this treasonous act of
integration is not stopped soon, we White people, our White Race, and our
White societies will not survive. In a war of survival, there is and can be no
neutrality or compromisel Either we, the White Race, win, or, we, the
White Race, die. Either we patriotic White people separate the Races in
accordance with Natural Law, and survive, or we integrate in defiance of
Natural Law, and die. That is the issue our White people-Vow-must face
continued on page 37
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initiative
Postoffice Box 148
Buffalo, N Y 14225
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"First of all, I am under the protection of conscience. By
writing books freely, I have given witness to the truth; for
affectionate reasons, I wanted to serve my fatherland. With
firm conviction I fought against papal treachery, and I have
tried to remove the attacks against general freedom. Where
is the reward for such accomplishment? This is what I am
asking so tiiat nobody thinks that I am afraid of
punishment as I might be of a crime."
Ullrich von Hutten
Dear Friends:

No. 21 - June 1982

When we are writing another letter this month, after the Yearly Guide
was distributed the last two months, we would like to inform you about
the status of the court proceedings. Very little was reported in the
newspapers during the last weeks and some friends are already asking if the
trial is over and judgment passed. No, this has not happened yet and most
probably the trial will be over at the end of June. We know from
numerous letters that you have been informed only imcompletely by the
newspapers and we have been asked to report more fuUy about the
proceedings.
Here are more details:
THE ACCUSATION
Subject of the prosecution are five explosive attacks and two fire
bombings 'against various objects which occurred between February 21,
1980 and August 22, 1980.
F E B R U A R Y 21, 1980
Explosive attack on an Auschwitz exhibition in the Municipal Building
in Esslingen. Carried out by Hoernle, Dr. Colditz and others. Damage to
buildings.
APRIL 18, 1980
Explosive attack in Ruit against the house of the District Magistrate of
Esslingen, who was responsible for the Auschwitz exhibit. Carried out by .
Hoernly, Dr. Colditz and others. Damage to buildings.
APRIL 27, 198
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Explosive attack on an Auschwitz exhibition in the
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Janusz-Korczak School in Hamburg. Carried out by Hoernle and others.
The explosive devices detonated only the next day when two female
passers-by touched it. One person was slightly wounded, and some
material damage occurred.
J U L Y 30, 1980
Explosive attack on the alien camp in Zirndorf. Carried out by Hoernle,
Vorderbruegge and others. Some material damage.
AUGUST 7, 1980
Firebombing of a refugee camp in Leinfelden. Carried out by Hoernle,
Vorderbruegge, among others. Two people,wounded. •
AUGUST 17, 1980
Explosive attack on an asylant's hostel in Loerrach. Carried out by
Hoernle. Three people wounded.
AUGUST 22, 1980
Firebombing of a shelter for refugees in Hamburg. Carried out by
Hoemle and Vorderbruegge. Two fatalities.
'
The accused Hoernle, Vorderbruegge and Colditz admitted their
participation in these actions in aU points.
A t first, Manfred Roeder was accused only of masterminding a terrorist
group. Later, tliis accusation was extended by the court against Roeder,
accusing him of being an accomplice since he became guilty of the
individual attacks through spiritual influence and previous consent. The
firebombing in Hamburg was considered homicide and consequently
Roeder was charged with being an accomplice.
At the beginning, Hoernle and Colditz testified that Roeder had been
informed of the planned attacks. But the interrogation by the Presiding
Judge showed that those statements were based on presumptions only, and
that neither Hoernle nor Colditz have any proof that Roeder had any
foreknowledge of any of these attacks. Vorderbruegge declared that she
did not inform Roeder of any attack—arid that such information could
have come only from her because after the first attack in Esslingen, neither
Hoemle nor Colditz had any direct contact with Roeder, who at that time
lived in the underground.
Roeder denied having had any foreknowledge of the cases or to have
taken part in discussions about the attacks. He made it clear that this is
not his method. Moreover, if he were responsible for one or the other
attack, he would say so because he takes responsibility for his actions. It is
not his habit to shift the blame onto others. But he cannot take the blame
for something in which he did not participate. If he would now take
responsibility for the attacks, it would not help the defendants-they
would have to answer for their own actions.
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The physical and psychological burden under which the first
interrogations of the defendants were carried out were demonstrated by
the interrogations of Federal Judge Maier from Karlsmhe, who took the
witness stand during one of the last days of the trial. He told that on
September 2, 1980, one day after the arrest of the four defendants, he was
waiting the entire day in his office for the suspects to be brought before
him. It finally happened at around 6:00 P.M. Only then could he begin his
interrogations which had to be finished by midnight. The result was that
the interrogation was conducted under great pressure of time. The nervous
stress was just as great for the interrogating judge as it was for the four
accused.
Judge Maier now felt obUged to complement his interrogation protocol
in the case of Vorderbruegge, that he had subsequent doubts regarding the
deposition of Miss Vorderbruegge. His protocol reads that Miss
Vorderbruegge said, "I took it for granted that people would get hurt
during the attacks," Judge Maier explained in Stammheim that this precise
wording—as most of the protocol—did not come from Miss Vorderbruegge,
instead it was his own diction. Miss Vorderbruegge had answered most of
the time only with "yes" or "no." In retrospect, he thinks that it is
possible that Miss Vorderbruegge answered his questions only with "yes"
to stand in defiance as a matter of principle. He does not think that she
had these considerations (endangerment of life) already at the time of her
action. With this deposition of a Federal judge as a witness, the accusation
of premeditated murder was refuted, in favor of Miss Vorderbruegge.
For all those who have followed the proceedings in StuttgartStammheim, it was absolutely clear that at the first interrogation by the
police and the judges, depositions were made which could not withstand
the precise and conscientious interrogation by the Presiding Judge and had
to be partially withdrawn. But this does not mean that Hoernle or Colditz,
or both of them, are "informers" who made their first deposition in order
to put the blame on Roeder. This opinion, which we find again and again
in the circle of friends, is simply absurd, just as Miss Vorderbruegge is not
an "informer." Hoernle still had to correct depositions during the trial at
Stammheim with which he, at the beginning, burdened Roeder. The
recollection, how things happened, where, when and what was said, came
to his mind often only when he heard the statements of other parties
concerned.
HOW DID THE FIRST A T T A C K S HAPPEN A T A L L ?
Colditz had a group of friends with whom he met regularly. At these
meetings people talked about everything, but mainly about the
political situation and the ^Vritings about modern history. Revisionist
books like Harwood's "Did 6 MiUion Really Die?", Butz', "The Hoax of
the 20th Century," books by Heinz Roth, etc., were discussed and
exchanged. One day, rather by chance, Hoernle joins the circle. The
discussions interest him Httle, he catches some phrases here and there, but
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often renders it falsely and in a different context. His hobbies are ecology
and fireworks tinkering. Already in his youth he had made fireworks. The
manufacture of explosives is easy for him and just as exciting as is for
others the reading of a book. When Colditz suggested, on the occasion of
the Auschwitz Exhibit in Esslingen, to harrass it in some way, perhaps
with spray-slogans, Hoernle answers, "111 make a small bomb." This
appeared to him in any case much simpler than spray-painting slogans,
Occasionally, in the circle around Dr. Colditz, there is talk about
Roeder and his newsletters, Hoernle had heard about him, but did not
study his ideas. In the autumn of 1979, he meets Roeder in the home of
Dr, Colditz, and together they take a walk. He Hkes Roeder's positive
attitude toward ecology, but he does not understand his other ideas.
In February of 1980, Colditz and Hoernle plan to disrupt the
Auschwitz exhibition in Esslingen. Both go separately, at intervals of
several days, to the exhibit to spot suitable sites. Hoernle suggests a "Uttle
bomb" which should be placed at a picture on display, and goes ahead
with the construction of such a "little bomb." Thursday, February 21st is
set for the attack.
Several days before—completely unexpected—Roeder (who at that time
lived in the underground) bursts into the home of Colditz. He is very sick,
has 105° temperature, and Dr. Colditz, a throat, nose and ear specialist,
immediately orders him to bed and prescribes anti-biotics. While Roeder is
resting in the private home of Dr. Colditz in Dettingen, the latter meets
Hoernle in his office in Kirchheim and both drive to Esslingen with their
"httle bomb."
Late that night, after they had carried out the attack, both return to
the home of Dr. Colditz. Roeder feels better and walks around in a robe.
They tell him what happened. Roeder is perplexed, but finds it great that
other people would do something and protest against such shows. They
have a bottle of champagne together, Hoernle feels like a hero. When
Roeder, whom he admires, offers him the " D u , " Hoernle takes this as a
compliment. The good feelings he experienced that evening later creep
into his testimony. The nightly gathering became, in his memory, a
drinking bout in which the beginning of the revolution was celebrated.
Soon thereafter, Roeder leaves the home of Dr. Colditz to look for a
more permanent place to live since he wanted to stay in Germany for a
while. The contact with Dr. Colditz ceases.
After this first attack, Hoernle and Colditz placed another bomb, this
time on April 18, in Ruit, at the home of the District Magistrate, who was
responsible for the Auschwitz exhibit in Esslingen. As Colditz hears about
the Auschwitz exhibit being planned for Hamburg, he asks Hoernle to get
there and plant a bomb. Hoernle consents.
Miss Vorderbruegge was a friend of Dr. Colditz' daughter and met
Manfred Roeder through her. She is so enthusiastic about his ideas that she
quits her job and offers her help to Roeder. Roeder employs her as a
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secretary, to type newsletters, do filing and preparatory work for the
Annual Guide, published since January, 1981, in the German language.
But she is not quite satisfied, she would like to do more. After she learned
that Hoernle can
manufacture
explosives, she persuades him to let
her participate in an attack on a hostel for aliens, in order to "frighten the
asylum seekers." At first, Hoernle refuses—"that is no business for
girls"—but Miss Vorderbruegge insists. Finally, Hoernly gives in "to do her
a favor, and because I liked to be with her." The idea of further bombing
sprees comes to them spontaneously when they learn of a hostel for
asylum seekers. Two Vietnamese died on August 22, 1980, as a result of
their last attack in Hamburg.
Hoernle and Vorderbruegge are terrified and drive' to seek help—from
Roeder in Hann. Muenden. When he Teams what happened, he yells at
them. Miss Vorderbruegge cries constantly and Roeder realizes that both
are at the verge of a nervous breakdown. They need his help,not rebukes.
He suggests that they go first to eat something to-calm everybody down. At
the dinner and the subsequent walk, Roeder talks a lot about everything,
no time, remains for their own thoughts. His rethoric passes them by
without being absorbed by Hoernle and Miss Vorderbruegge. Only a few
words remain, and these are not understood by Hoernle in their context,
but are repeated during the later depositions in the following manner:
Vietnamese are half-monkeys, blood must flow. At his court appearance in
Stammheim, Hoernle repeats helplessly: "Yes, at that time I didn't
understand it either."
Roeder testified that he told them, in order to quiet them down, about
the religious feelings of the Vietnamese. For them, life is like a flow to the
final existance after death. Death, for them, is nothing terrifying. He has
studied this subject thoroughly. His brother, too, who, as an American
citizen, participated in the Vietnamese War, had confirmed this.
Vietnamese, in rescuing their comrades, had first taken their dead and left
the wounded behind. The Americans had to force their allies, with guns
drawn, to leave the dead and take care of the wounded first. His brother
had remarked: they behave like half-monkeys. This is what Roeder told
Hoernle and Vorderbruegge that evening. Hoernle remembered only the
word half-monkeys.
'
When the judge asked what the phrase "blood must flow" means, which
Roeder, according to Hoernle, had "constantly used," Roeder does not
remember. However, Miss Vorderbruegge tells that this is a quotation from
a poem "by Schiller or someone else." In fact there is such a line in the
"Hecker-Song", published in the Annual Guide for August 11: "Blood
must flow, in thick streams!" A t that time. Miss Vorderbruegge had
already started the collection of poems and this phrase stuck to her mind
(in case somebody thinks that the inclusion of this poem in the Annual
Guide implies Roeder's bloodthirsty character, it must be pointed out that
these verses appear also in other large collections of poems of modern
times, like "The Eternal Fountain," 1st edition, 1955). Whoever knows
Roeder must admit that this is a turn of expression which might fit into

his use of plastic linguistic usage, and that he may have repeated it
humorously. But Hoernle is not able to differentiate. For him, such a
remark is a challenge to act. In Stammheim he gives an obvious example of
his special nature to understand or misunderstand things. When the
Presiding Judge again brings up the scene of the "half-monkeys," he
angrily asks Hoernle, "and you remained salm? If Roeder would haVe'said,
that in my presence, I would have thrown the soup bowl in his face.-"
Thereupon Hoernle: "That didn't happen at the table, but during the walk
afterwards."

help and assistance of our friends. The costs for such a defense counsel are
so tremendous that Mrs. Roeder cannot come up privately with the
required funds. We are convinced that the court-appointed defense counsel
will do everything in his power to bring the proceedings to a good ending.
Considering what is at stake, we felt justified to hire additional counsel,
Pleas,e don't abandon us in this fight. Only with your help can we jump
o'ver this financial hurdle. If you send us any money, please make a note
on the check: trial expenses. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank all of those who have already helped us before.

On March 18, a DPA (Deutsche Presse Agentur) news release was
published in many papers that Roeder had admitted the day before, at the
hearings in Stammheim, that he had asked his followers several times to
blow up hostels for aliens. Together we searched in vain for clues as to
which of Roeder's statements could have been misinterpreted in such a
fashion, because he never said any such thing. M y protocol for that day
carries no comment with respect thereto. If somebody read the article in
the newspaper, I can only suggest not to believe it because it simply is not
true, I was present at the heai^ing from the first to the last minute, and this
remark was not made in any connection. The words "hostels for aliens" do
not appear in my protocols at all.

On another matter: the first two Annual Guides for 1982 have been
published (in German). Unfortunately, not all of you have sent us a check
for our out-of pocket expenses for these—DM6,00 per copy. Please don't
forget this because we, too, have to pay our printing bills.
With friendly greetings,
Ingrid Weckert
Responsible for the contents: Ingrid Weckert, AdIzreiterstr. '5, D-8000
Munich 2, West Germany.
,
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Dear Friends:

Roeder's final testimony concluded with the observation which I placed
at the beginning of this report: that he did not participate in any
bombings, nor in the "spiritual" preparations leading up to them, and that
such acts of violence do not fit in with his style of seeking publicity. But
he does not feel that it is .his mission to restrain others who like to express
their discontent with present-day conditions; his own taks, instead, are on
a different plain.
It must be admitted that the Presiding Judge handled the trial
exceptionally well and sympathetically. "It happened more than once
during the proceedings that the situation was relaxed with pleasantries and
laughter. Just like the others, Mr. Roeder had the opportunity to express
his opinion to every point of the accusations. Of course, one cannot
assume that a fair trial will result in a mild sentence, but the hearings,
conducted in a quiet and relaxed atmosphere, have greatly contributed to
the fact that the initial rigidity of all defendants quickly disappeared and
the depositions were given more freely and more definitively.
A t the present trial, not only the life of Manfred Roeder is at
stake-if the judges follow the accusations and recommendations
of the Prosecution and affirm his complicity in murder, he will be
imprisoned for life-but also the fate of TEUTONIC UNITY. Upon
pressure by friends, we have decided to hire an additional defense
aftorn^, thd»ManAheim%ttori!ey LiMwig Sock.^This ivas a^ery cSfficutt
decision for us since, financially, we are competely dependent upon the

No. 22 - July 1982

From now on I'll write our Letters again myself, monthly and with the
latest news. They will not necessarily be composed in a polished English,
but hard-hitting and to the point. We simply cannot wait half a year for a
good translation. Due to severe ijiail restrictions and the difficulties of the
trial, it has been impossible for me to remain in close contact and write the
Letters myself. Since January 1st I was restricted to a mere 10 letters per
week of two pages maximum each. With all the other ongoing
correspondence, that never sufficed for Letters on a regular schedule. Now
we hope for a change in the prison conditions that will allow us to keep up
the work. For we are determined to continue more than ever before!
When you read this Letter, judgment in my case will have been
pronounced, but right now I can only tell you about the trial up to this
point, and the pleadings of the Prosecutor General. One June 14, he asked
for 12 years imprisonment for me, 7 years for Dr, Colditz, and life terms each
for Hoernle (51) and Sibylle Vorderbruegge (26), The headline in the big
Stuttgart newspaper reads: "Roeder cannot be convicted of murder."
"The prosecution believes Hoernle and Vorderbruegge to be guilty of two
cases of murder and 5 cases of attempted murder, executed by firebombs
and explosives. But Roeder cannot be found guilty of these actions. The
prosecutor, by his pleadings, restricted his charges to the original
indictment. Only the court had extended the charges against him at the
opening of the. trial and accused him of murder—an altogether unique
procedure in court history that the court levels higher charges than the
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prosecution!
"The remaining charges of the prosecution are based on a rather
unusual construction of legal theory. The prosecution believes that Roeder
urged his friends to throw a bomb at the home of a judge, which was never
carried out. It is further beheved that Roeder took part in two actions by
'ommission.' The trial proved beyond doubt that he was not involved in
any action, but he should have prevented'-'others from committing them.
Due to his personality, he should have exerted> his influence on his
friends."
Everything about this case was highly unusual. For 17 months I was a
prisoner on remand. I was arrested on September 1, 1980; the trial opened
on January 18, 1982. Three other friends, who were arrested at the same
time, admitted on the very first day that they had thrown the bombs, and
that I had nothing to do with it. Nevertheless, I was the main suspect, and
the whole trial went under my name: 'Roeder and others.' I was Supposed
to have been the 'big boss' of a terrorist group, behind the scenes. It took
10 months to draw 'up the indictment .although there was never the
slightest doubt as to who committed'the acts. A l l the time they were
looking for arguments against me. After ten months, I was then charged
with 'conspiracy,', but no criminal acts. In November 1981, the court'
changed the indictment and charged me not only^with murder, but also
with actively takingpart in all the activities that others had committed and
confessed to.
During the five months trial, there was, of course, not the slightest
evidence for those charges. Bufinxtead of dropping these unfounded
charges, they were changed again; now I was accused of being the
mastermind by 'ommission.' I could-and should have prevented all the
actions of my friends—even if I didn't know anything about them!
In November, 1981, I was transferred to Stammheim near Stuttgart,
where the trial opened on January 18. Stammheim is notorious for
terrorist trials. Here they kept the Baader-Meinhof-Gang, and constructed
a special building within the prison walls for terrorist trials only! Of
course, a multi-million object, a huge hall with unconcealed steel beams,
looking like an aircraft hangar, with no windows at-all. The dimensions are
so fantastic that one almost needs binoculars to see the five judges,
communication is only possible by microphone. I am now kept at the
same special 7th security floor of the prison, changing from one cell to
another every few weeks, in which the Baader-Meinhof people allegedly
committed suicide. But I have not met one prisoner yet who believes that
suicide story.
We are kept under the same conditions as those convicted terrorists.
Severe mail restriction, visitors and even our attorneys can speak with us
only from another room, through a glass pane, even the correspondence
with our defense counsels is screened by a judge. In one instance, a letter
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from my attorney took four months to reach me! How can anyone defend
himself under such conditions? I am not even allowed to have all my files
concerning the case in my cell. Whenever I leave my cell, I have to strip
completely and re-dress under supervision of two guards.
, Every Monday and every Wednesday, there have been sessions of the
court. We, the prisoners, are transported the two hundred yards to the
'special building,' all within the prison walls, in a caged poUce car,
followed by yet another poUce car. Along the drive, every 50 yards a
policeman is standing guard, with a sub-machine gun and finger on the
trigger. In addition to many pohce patrol cars, a contingent on horseback
all day patrols the perimeter of the prison. At least one hundred poHcemen
are on duty when we go to court—a young girl in a Dirndl and three
well-dressed seniors in their mid-fifties.
The whole thing looks utterly ridiculous!
Another specialty is: suspected terrorists never go before a normal
court, with a jury, like any normal murderer or gangster does. There is no
jury of our peers at all, only five judges of a superior court. One of our
American friends came to attend part of the trial and saw the entire
spectacle. He just couldn't believe it, No jury! And even worse: the court
handpickdd two attorneys for each of the^accused, no protest possible.
This does not mean that the attorneys are bad, on the contrary, so far I
was satisfied with their work. But the fact remains that they were
handpicked by the court, not by the accused, an absolutely absurd system.
Prosecution, court, and defense—all arranged for by the state system!
There is no opposing or controlling institution at all.
At the beginning of the trial, the press reported at length about every
day's proceedings. When the case dragged on week after week, the interest,
of course, dwitjdled away. But now, at the end, interest is coming up
again. When I took the stand, all the papers carried bold headlines and
articles. Here are some of them, sometimes some of them rather amusing:
"Roeder tells his underground story" —"Suffering from political
persecution" — "Roder, as successor to Doenitz, calls Hitler a great man
and a shining example" — "Democratic System is 'humbug' " — "Roeder
as 'Reichsverweser' (Vicar of the Reich) wants to clean out the Augean
stable of Democracy" — "Democracy is corruption and irresponsibihty,
what we need is the rule of the people, according to old Teutonic
tradition, the principle of the 'Thing' " — " A real German can never be a
democrat!" — "Roeder calls for the unity of all Aryan nations and the
integrity of all other nations, no race mixing" — "Proud admirer of Adolf
Hitler."
"Roeder is convinced that the German people have been brainwashed
and forced into an attitude of servility, crawling before aliens and Jews,
not daring to stand up and admit their great past of National Socialism.
Only the open confession that Adolf Hitler was our idol and leader can
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make us free and proud again. For Roeder himself it is natural to have a
pciture of the great Fuehrer in his office."
Most papers even admitted that my statements were rather convincing,
and that meant for some—the more dangerous! The "Koelner
Stadtanzeiger" wrote: "If it wasn't for Manfred Roeder's monstrous
ideology, which makes him a dangerous demagogue, he could even be a
rather sympathetic fellow. He is of great eloquence and self-confidence.
Talking to the judge, he acts like a professional, salted with humor and
sometimes even with a twinkle in his eye. Never is there any kind of
cynicism in his speech."
Doesn't that sound rather appreciative?

letters and want to thank you with all my heart for having written these
letters. Because of the mail restriction, I cannot possibly thank each and
everyone of you individually, but want to do it with this letter. I cannot
prove it, but I am convinced that these fine letters have helped to give the
court a real impression of what kind of people, we are and what our
objectives are, and that these letters have helped to create a favorable
atmosphere during the triaU Most of the time the Presiding Judge was fair,
trying to keep everything on a high level. That's all we want. To influence
the judgment is not i n our power. But,having done all we can, we leave it
up to God—whatever the result may be. Our determination is to carry on
with more conviction than ever.

Maybe the strangest thing about the whole press was: the Jewish
Weekly gave one of the most detailed and objective reports, whilst the two
so-called national papers carried no reports at all, but used the occasion for
the vilest attack on me in a foul and abusive language. The "Juedische
Allgemeine" of March 26 wrote: "The tactic of Roeder's defense is to
avoid a total confrontation with the court; by this, he hopes to create a
more objective atmosphere—in contrast to other terrorist trials. His
defense counsels are playing it low key. Only Roeder himself makes
motions—not without skill—and succeeds most of the time. For example,
he reminded the court of a section of the code of procedure that has not
been used for ages, according to which it is permissible to have the spouse
admitted in court as an assistant to the accused."
This motion made it possible that my wife Traudel could sit with me
and my lawyers through the whole trial.

And this is what I am going to say in my fipal word: Look at the world!
Anybody can see that it is going from bad to worse, and there is, no
politician, not one in the entire world, who can offer a real alternative.
Show me one if you know one! They are all greedy for power or faine, but
unwilling or unable to serve their nations and solve the problems. Most of'
them do not even recognize the problem. The problem is certainly not
Russia! If there vvere no Communism at all, we would still have
race-mixing, inflation, unemployment, degenerate art, decaying health,
rising crime, and a young generation with no future. The problem is not
political at all, it is not military, it is not-economic; it is a twist in our
thinking and living. All we want is more for oursleves or our nations. Why
do we, for instance, take sides in the Falkland War? It is utterly
unimportant whether these islands are inhabited by British, by
Argentinians, or by sheep and seals. I have no sympathy for the
Argentinian military dictators, but I have, even less sympathy for the
British imperialists. If they want to shoot each other, let them do it, it is
none of our business. Just look at the hypocracy of the British! They have
the right to use force in order to gain back a few barren islands on the
other side of the globe, which they themselves had occupied illegally for
only 150 years. But when Germany demanded the city of Danzig back,
which had been German for 600 years and was located right in the middle
of our homeland, the British started the Second World War. Germany was
not allowed to take back what always belonged to her, but Britain is
entitled any time to grab what she has stolen herself. And we fools support
her!

The 'National-Zeitung,' on the other hand, wrote on March 19;
"Roeder is living in an absurd dream world. His statements make it
necessary to lock him up in a psychiatric asylum. He is a danger to the
general public."
No other paper has come out with an attack like this one. It really
makes you think which forces or interests are behind so-called national
groups or papers. Most of the other papers carried this sentence; "Roeder
condemns parliamentarism and demands the rule of the people, by the
people, and for the people. With his newsletter, which he is sending out to
35 countries even from his prison, he wants to give more backbone to the
people, especially to the Germans. A l l of his writings are inspired by
idealism and are meant to help is nation."
But these papers are far from being nationalistic or having any open
sympathy for us. Yet they try to be fair to a certain extent. What more do
we want?
The greatest inspiration and help has been the fact that so many of our
friends—particularly from overseas and many of Aryan Nations from
America—have written to the court in my behalf, and expressed their
sentiments and solidarity. Only recently I got to see all those wonderful
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The problem is not economic! It is utterly unimportant whether
unemployment goes up or down by one percent. The whole system of
more and more materialism is wrong. Unless we learn to live with less, but
with more sense, the whole world is going to die. Not necessarily by an
atomic holocaust. The world is dying already day by day. But not only our
environment is destroyed before our very eyes, it is also the heredity and
health of our nationhood that are twisted, polluted, poisoned, and
de*troye«J. Tc*save*our i*ation» and*our )*ature*is thk only inte41igen»
program for any intelligent human being! To hell with parties and

politicians!
No National Socialist has been in power for more than 30 years, but the
world is going downhill rapidly. If we are not wiped out by an atomic
blast, the globe will be destroyed by many 'conventional' wars. If not by
wars, it will be by fear of wars and a maddening arms race. If not by
rockets and arms, it will be by a run for the last resources, or even freSh
water and clean air. If not by a run for wealth and riches, it will be by
destruction of the environment. It not by destruction of nature, it will be
b) race-wars. If not by race-wars, it will be by rising crime. If we are not
victims of crime, we will be victims of degeneracy, softness or simply of
laziness and carelessness. But even if we could avoid all those 'Egyptian
Plagues' and manipulate our way through, somehow, this world is already
becoming such a glpdmy planet, such a hopeless habitat with no more
beauty," n^ more ideals,*no more" enthusiasm, with less and less human
affection, and more and more inhuman bureaucracy and comptiterism,
with an ever growing police force, that it becomes less and less attractive
to live.
We have to turn back to what we learned from our forefathers, to hard
work and discipline, with less money, less welfare, and less socialism, less
state and less centralism. And less industry, not more!
Capitalism has failed, so has Socialism and Communism. What we need
is the co-operation of the best of every nation, an elite everwhere,
absolutely independent of all parties and international money.
I have used these months in prison already to work out some of the
basic thoughts about a new society. They are revealing the only alternative
to global suicide. I hop.e to have them out soon and translated into
English,. Only the Aryan nations can ' take the lead in this new and
necessary thrust. Let's do it together! I'll work for it and hve for it,
whether in freedom or prison. God is our guide!
*****
Forgive me for adding a personal note in conclusion: Just before the
trial, the Prosecutor General announced at a press conference that the
whole purpose of the trial was to have me locked up for many long years
in order 'to have peace on the ideological front.'Hernadeit clear that the
intention was to destroy our whole work. Concurrent with that, a colossal
smear campaign in the press was started about the 'greatest trial against
Neb-Nazis ever held in Germany.' I was labeled 'the most dangerous
radical' and was convicted by the press before the show even started.
A t this point we felt obliged to hire two of the best lawyers-to defend
me. Too much was at stake. The court had given me two official defense
counsels. As it turned out later, they were not bad at all but rather
co-operative, but we couldn't know in the beginning and could not take
any chances. That means that after the trial we will have to pay four

attorneys and, of course, all the court costs—a fantastic sum.
We are not in panic about it, for we know; where God guides, he
provides. But friends urged us to share our needs in order to give them a
chance to play their part as they feel directed. What is more: any donation
is strengthening our spirit, bringing us closer together with our friends
around the world, and confirming our conviction that this, our fight, is our
caUing and should be continued—especially under trials and tribulations.
Please keep writing, especially now under continuing hardships!
Yours ever,

LATEST NEWS ON THE ROEDER TRIAL:
In the Stammheim trial, Manfred Roeder was sentenced to 13 years
imprisonment. The other defendants received the following sentences:
Raymond Hoemle-life imprisonment; Sibylle Vorderbruegge-Ufe
imprisonment; Dr. Colditz—6 years imprisonment.
In his conclusion, the Presiding Judge stated that discussions were held
to consider "security measures" for Manfred Roeder' This was not done at
this time. It means that it can be decided at a later date, and that Roeder
might never,regain his freedom.
Since the trial has already been held at the highest level, an appeal is
not possible. There is only one revision which might be admitted—if a
considerable error on procedural matters can be proven. The admission of
a revision would be decided by the German Supreme Court in Karlsruhe.
As things stand now, such a decision is highly unlikely.
The Presiding Judge said in his conclusion that he expected the decision
on Manfred Roeder will have the result that he will be forgotten in a very
short time; that his circle of friends will disintegrate; that he will not
continue to write circulars, and that his wife and his six children will
undergo extreme suffering. The latter indicates a precedent in German
legal proceedings, namely that the family of a defendant has been drawn
into the final adjudication. This reminds one of the Old Testament's
revenge of visiting the inequities of the father upon the children,
The prediction that the circle of friends will fall apart is now up to you.
We have confidence that you will not leave us. We can promise that we are
going to continue our efforts. We have enough material for the letters,
even if Manfred Roeder would be prevented for some time to write
himself.
It is important that we can now rely on your help. We need personal
contact with you. Please write directly to:
Manfred Roeder
ueber 5. Strafsenat/OLG
Urbanstr. 18
D-7000 Stuttgart 1, West Germany
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or to:
Familie Manfred Roeder
Hiius Richberg
D-3579 Schwarzenborn/West

Germany

An)' help is gratefully accepted. Checks should be made out to Manfred
Roeder and sent to him at Haus Richberg, D-3579 Schwarzenborn.
Ingrid Weckert (Secretary)
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up to now. If our White societies are to survive, then our White Race must
survive—you can't have one without the other! If you love our White
people's "U.S.A. and our White people's Declaration of Independence, if
you love our White people's Constitution and Bill of Rights, you will rise
up and fight our deadly enemies—those who integrate and those who
promote integration. In this war for survival, our enemies are not playing
games; they mean business every step of the way—awrf so must we I Nature
wiU not help us. Nature neither loves nor hates any specific form of life.
Nature creates the different forms of life and gives them the ever changing
environment to adapt to. If a life form is fit—it survives; if a life form dies,
it was obviously not the fittest, unfit to live and procreate and survive. So
it is with our White Race—either we prove our fitness to survive by fighting
for our survival, by preventing and eKminating integration with the colored
Races, in accordance with Natural Law, or we die! In this war for survival,
there can be no neutrality, no compromise. Either our White Race remains
pure and our societies return to being White societies, and survives—or our
White Race and our superior White societies permit integration and
mongrelization—and dies! We White Americans must return to the White
heritage and culture of White Racism that our Founding Fathers created
and left us in trust. It takes but common sense to understand that our
White society can only exist ifitis peopled by White people. We White
people have been covertly betrayed by our leaders into a melting pot of
integration of the Races. But we can denounce and execute these societaF
and Racial traitors, and fight to regain our White heritage and culture. We
White people and our White societies can survive and we will survive ?/we
fight to survive, and put a lid on the melting pot of integration. Whatever
the cost to survive, aU White people owe it to their White progeny and
posterity to pay that cost!
•

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, continued from page 15
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I never would have known about "The Plan in Action" and many other
subject matters, nor subscribed to The Liberty Bell if you hadn't sent me
the various items you did voluntarily, probably hoping I had sense enough
to learn something worthwhile. I am pleased about everything you do,
produce and write. That's damn well pleased.
My best wishes to you and my thanks.
W.J.S., California
*****
R O N A L D R E A G A N MUST L O V E THE JEWS!
From a newspaper item of June 4th: "U.S. warning Romania to let Jews
emigrate . . . President Reagan and members of Congress say they will warn
Romania's communist government that it would lose U.S. preferential
trade status if it does not expand Jewish emigration to Israel."
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Romania was given to the Soviet U n i o n by a Rockefeller tool, Pres.
Franlin D . Roosevelt. He had stopped General Patton from taking Prague
and Berlin before Stalin's forces could get there. He then betrayed
American interests at the Y a l t a Conference by giving to the Soviet, six
East European countries, including Romania.
So as partners i n the Rockefeller—Kremlin Alliance, the Rockefeller
partner is telling Romania, a subsidiary of the K r e m l i n partner, what to
do. R o m a n i a is told to increase the number of Jews allowed to leave that
country to go to Israel. Even Reagan should k n o w that the Jews w o n ' t go
to Israel; they w i l l come to America.
The bandit State of Israel was formed by a murderer, Menachim Begin.
(The British Government had advertised a $48,000 reward for catching
him.) President Truman, a Jewish satellite, recognized Israel almost before
it was officially formed. He gave Begin the power to drive a million Arabs
from the Palestine homes they had occupied for centuries.
The murders and sufferings of the Palestinians enraged the Arabs i n
oil-producing areas o f the Middle East. Consequently, they formed a ^
coalition of o i l producers which shot prices up to astronomical heights.
This made the United States a debtor nation and shoved the dollar still
further down toward extinction. It's what the Jews did. But Ronnie still
loves them.
Y o u wiU be astounded at this: There is more o i l i n the north slope o f
Alaska than there is i n Saudi Arabia! If this were allowed to be produced,
A m e r i c a would no longer be a debtor nation and o i l prices would tumble,
unemployment would be almost stopped, and the United States w o u l d be
saved from total ruin. B u t the Jews w o n ' t allow it. W h y does Ronnie love
them?
The middle class of White people, the backbone of the country, is being
exterminated b y impossible interest rates and devastating Federal taxes.
These are caused b y outrageous
Federal expenditures, mostly
unconstitutional. Blame the Jews.
Jews own the Federal Reserve System. This is impoverishing millions o f
Americans n o w being fed by taxpayers. M a n y of their former employers
have been forced out of business by high interest rates, devastating taxes
and onerous paperwork for the I.R.S. See what happens when Jews own
the banking system? However, R o n n i e loves them.
F r o m The Spotlight o f June 14th: " F r o m 1946 through 1980 (not
1981), the United States has given Israel. . . and a m y r i a d of other foreign
nations $2,304,257,900,000 i n foreign aid. That's not miUions of dollars,
or even billions o f dollars—but trillions of dollars taken from the American
taxpayers. Sen. Jesse Helms . . . . told the Senate that as of M a y 11, the
Federal debt totaled $1,060,237,928,516.01."
N o w see what the Jews have done to us. There would be no Federal
debt i f twice the amount of that debt had not been given to Israel and
other countries. Israel received $18,490,073,000. I f it had not been for the
Jews, there w o u l d be practically no unemployment. Working people w o u l d
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be able to buy houses at reasonable prices. The erection of those houses
would employ carpenters, etc., who, i n turn, w o u l d buy merchandise
which would employ millions more. The materials used would employ still
more millions. A l l those thus employed would be able to buy automobiles
and other goods. This w o u l d be a prosperous country.
A n Israeli ambassador to Britain was shot, supposedly by Palestinians.
Menachim Begin retaliated by putting Beirut to flames. In the first two
days alone, i n retaliation for the attempted assassination of a Jew, at least
230 human beings were killed. This catastrophe was done w i t h American
planes and tanks, financed by American dollars. N o wonder the U . S . has
lost the respect of the civilized w o r l d ! Y e t Reagan loves the Jews.
Jews are only 2.9% o f the population of the U . S . A . Btit h o w can we get
r i d o f them? Every country they have infested has been ruined. N o
country wants Jews, just as no dog wants fleas. D o n ' t bring i n more Jews.
But President Reagan wants to do so. I wonder w h y .
L . Lee L a y t o n , Delaware
9 June 1982

*****
Eear M r . Dietz:
17 June 1982
A t a flea market i n the area I found Jurgen Thorwald's books, " E s
begann an der Weichsel" and "Das Eride an der E l b e , " both published i n
the fifties. A l t h o u g h the books are anti-Hitler, they contain a wealth of
information about the last months of the war, when millions u p o n millions
of people kept their unshakable faith to the last hour, were then overrun
by the R e d A r m y and consequently tortured, slaughtered and raped u n t i l
they died, lor herded like' cattle into trains and shipped away—never to
come back.—Ghastly! A n d how the U . S . troops behaved when these poor
refugees arrived at the Elbe. I wonder i f I had read the books at that time
if I ever would have entertained the thought of corning here.
It was a pleasure to read "The Uses of R e l i g i o n " and h o w brilliantly Dr.
Oliver traces the development from tribal rituals to the urgent question o f
a unifying ideology for
White people now. Will we live to see it?
Faithfully,
Mrs. J.T., Washington D C
*****
Dear Sir;
19 June 82
Enclosed is money order for a year's subscription to The Liberty Bell.
A new book by Nicholas Tolstoy, "Stalin's Secret War," states that
Stalin's death prevented plans to start World War III i n 1955 and to
overrun Western Europe. We should have worked with A d o l f Hitler i n WW
II.
D i d y o u watch " 6 0 Minutes" on T V when they had the " N a z i s " on?
Let me tell y o u something that "60 M i n u t e s " D I D N O T T E L L Y O U :
•They said when the Nazis moved into Byelo-Russia (White Russia), they
killed over a quarter o f the population. Y o u might Uke to k n o w where
they R E A L L Y went. Russia is composed of 3 races: Moslem-types i n the
South, Mongoloid-looking, thick-faced types i n the East, and White A r y a n
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in the West, descendants of Viking immigrants (Yurik became Yuri, Helga
became Olga, as in Olga Corbett, gymnast). Stalin was deadly afraid that
the White Russians (of which I am one, my grandparents having escaped in
the late 1930s), would, upon hearing Adolf Hitler's programme of racial
eugenics, ally themselves with the Third Reich. He forced them over to the
far eastern part of Russia (really Eurasia) in the late 1930s where many of
them died. So there!
Good luck.
F.Y., New York
*****
18 June 1982
A G R E A T VICTORY - FOR THE JEWS
A T E R R I B L E BLOW - TO THE U.S.A.
From a big headline in "The Morning News" of June 18th: "Argentine
President ousted . . . Buenos Aires, Argentina—President Leopold Galtieri,
the army commander and architect of the disastrous, undeclared war in
the Falkland Islands, was forced into retirement by his fellow officers on
Thursday."
Galtieri was pro-American. Under his leadership, Argentina was
outstanding among the anti-Communist countries in Latin America.
Communist forces are working to weaken the defenses of the United
States on its southern border. Gen. Galtieri was an obstacle to their
designs.
In the war to destroy the United States, the Communists won the first
battle when the Jew newspapers, led by the "New York Times," helped
Fidel Castro displace Batista in Cuba, thereby turning the island over to
the Rockefeller-Kremlin Alliance. With Cuba as a base, troops were sent to
African countries, such as Angola, to bring them under Soviet influence.
The Rockefellers had previously dislodged the Rothschilds from control
of the .continent of Africa, Now, invaded by Cuban troops, it is being
taken over by the Rockefeller-Kremlin Alliance, which is also working to
destroy the United States.
Their first objective was the Panama Canal, the creation of Pres.
Theodore Roosevelt. Panama was then part of Columbia. To get a free
hand, a revolution was staged in Panama, making it independent. (Later
on, during Woodrow Wilson's Administration, Columbia was given $25
million by the U.S.A. for the loss of Panama.) Inhabitants of the new state
had a low standard of living; the advent of the Canal was a big boost to
them.
The U.S.A. built the Canal on its own territory and ran it successfully
for years. The low freight rates of oceanliners, through the Canal, enabled
the products of California and other western states to reach the East Coast
economically. This was a tremendous boon to the country.
Then occurred a weird incident. Pres. Jimmie Carter, a Rockefeller tool,
proposed a treaty with Panama, "giving back to Panama ITS Canal," and
millions of dollars to keep it. With this moi)ey, the dictator of Panama
paid off some of the loans incurred at Rockefeller banks. This treaty was
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ratified by 68 Senators. All of them should have been hanged for treason.
The Central American countries had been getting along peacefully with
their economies slowly improving because of trade with the U.S.A. Now,
with Panama settled, some strange forces stirred up dissension and warfare.
Diplomats and emissaries from the U.S.A. (Zionist controlled) helped by
muddying the waters. Reports coming to the United States are so confused
that it is almost impossible to tell what is really going on in Guatemala, E l
Salvador, etc.
>
At this point, Argentina's President Galtieri apparently took a hand. He
trained anti-Communists who went to Central America and tried to
straighten things out. So apparently the Rockefeller-Kremlin Alliance
decided to oust him.
Following is a version which appears correct, but is not guaranteed.
Zionists in the British Government started communications with Pres.
Galtieri of Argentina. They pictured a South Atlantic organization headed
by Argentina and the Union of South Africa. It would control access to
the fabulous undiscovered mineral welath of Antarctica. The Falkland
Islands were included as being critical. They should be taken over by
Argentina. Galtieri was encouraged by some in the British government to
do so. He got the approval of Pres. Reagan. So he captured the Falklands.
Then he discovered that.he had been double-crossed by Pres. Reagan who
gave his support to the British.
President Galtieri is now out. The last big stumbling block in the path
of the Rockefeller-Kremlin Alliance in their drive to wipe out the U.S.
from the South is now gone.
Mexico is yet to fall, but that may not take long. The whole southern
part of the United States would then be open to invasion by superior
forces of the Soviet. Yet the latter could not even fight a war if it were not
for the help given it by traitors in the United States.
The Jews have 2.9% of the population of the United States. Before it is
too late, what are we going to do about, and to, them?
L . Lee Layton
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz;
19 June 1982
I have your March 82 issue and it is terrific!
I have been working many years for our people (White Supremacy),
quite a few years in the John Birch Society (which I now regret, to a
certain extent). I did some good but hate myself for spreading mistaken
ideas about Adolf Hitler and National Socialism by Robert Welch.
My Best,
W.V., New York
*****
• Dear George:
19 June 1982
I have just finished "The Social Contract" by Robert Ardrey and so
now I know about "Alphas" and "Omegas." Hitler was an Alpha and so was
George Lincoln Rockwell. . .
We are at the very beginning of an anti-egalitarian reaction which vnll
sweep the Jews and our other racial enemies away and which will either
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rejuvenate the Gothic-Faustian Western Culture or may create a third
Occidental Civilization. , .
As things are at the moment, the West is a scene of perpetual
revolution. Trotsky would be right at home on any Human Relations
Commission, or any branch of our-Big-Brother-which-art-in-Washington.. . .
Sincerely,
B.H;, Texas
*****

Dear George:
25 June 1982
I thought it was about time that I wrote you another letter as lot of
things have happened in the meantime.
I received a letter today from a Tony Campaigne who is executive
director of the Foundation to Rebuild America. He wants to get signatures
together to get Judge Leo iVIilonas kicked out of his Federal Judge job.
Milonas has been freeing criminals and turning them loose on society.
Max Lindeman broke into a Sisters of Charity Convent and raped,
sodomized and mutilated a thirty-year old nun. Lindeman was at the time
on a three year probation sentence, and Judge IVIilonas turned him loose
on a five year probationary sentence.
In a case of this kind, in my opinion, Judge Milonas is a worse criminal
than Lindeman, and he should be taken out and hanged.
A lot of these judges use the excuse that there - isn't room in the
penetentiaries. That can be cured easily. We have more people than we
need. Coddling this kind of people is costing the good people millions of
dollars every year and it isn't worth the trouble. If the penetentiaries are
too crowded with criminals,'start herding ten or twelve into each cell and
give each and every one of them a hunting knife. When all but two or three
of them are dead, shoot them and clean out the cell for the next group of
candidates. When the word gets around as to what goes on in the
penetentiaries, we won't need but very few of them.
Back in 1924, in this town, the K K K was strong. I saw 12,000 march
down Main Street, six abreast, with their robes on and a gun over their
shoulders. The sheriff prowled the streets at night with four or five
Kluxers in the car, and we didn't have any crime. You could walk any
place in town, at any time of night, and you were as safe as you would be
in your own home. Some guy shot another in the parking lot of a pool
room and it was headlines in the paper for two weeks. Now they put
something like that back in the middle of the paper and it won't take up
more than an inch of space, and you never hear anymore about it. If these
judges love the criminal so much, we should put them on the receiving
end. Go in and get them, hang them on the nearest tree. The White people
in this countiy will never get anywhere untill they pick up their guns and
go to work. It's the only way.
I try to keep from buying anything that has a " U " or a " K " on the
package. It is getting almost impossible. Ninety-four percent of the people
in our country eat about anything, but the other six percent are very
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finicky about their eating habits, and so they are forcing the food
producing companies to pay a rabbi a big salary to stand around and see to
it that no lard gets into the oleo, and the cost is added to the product, and
it is costing us natives around $23,000,000 every year to see to it that
these gas inhalers don't get polluted. I noticed that the products from the
Food Club company in Skokie, IL, don't have the U or K on their
products, and since Skokie has 7000 of these gas inhalers that claim they
survived the imaginary gas chambers in Hitler's concentration camps, I
assume that this company is a gas inhaler outfit, and it is thus understood
that there is nothing to worry about,in their products. It is about time the
White people in this country rose up and made themselves known and
heard.
White people are a funny bunch of critters. If a few of them get
together and start an all White organization, of course the Jews are going
to call them racists, terrorists, Nazis, Fascists, bigots or sick heads in their
newspapers and T V . Then the rest of them don't have the guts to stand up
and be men instead of mice, so they say, "Oh, I wouldn't belong to an
organization like that! The Jews might call me an anti-Semite and I
wouldn't be an anti-Semite for anything in the world." Well, buddy, if you
can't stand to be called an anti-Semite or a bigot, how ^vs'ould you like to
be called dead? If this thing keeps 'on, that is exactly what you are going to
be called. These people intend to wipe the White people from the face of
the earth. I don't worry about the Christian rehgion, but I do have some
feeling for the White people. Rabbi Rabinovich, in his speech before a
crowd of rabbis from all over the world, in Budapest, stated that the White
babies being born today would be the last of the White Race. Their plans
are to fill all the White countries with mongrels from all over the world till
the Whites are reduced to a minority and then turn these mongrels on
them and wipe them out, then the Jews will rule the world under
slavery. They say the colored races vidll be easy to rule, and all the Jevre
wdll live in luxury.
The Jews say that they are the only human beings on earth and all the
rest are animals, and their Bible says that it is no crime for a Jew to kill an
animal. They own the Federal Reserve System and have boosted the
interest rate so high that millions of people are loosing their homes. They
don't like the idea of animals living in homes. They want them to live in
pig pens. The wonderful Jews will live in the homes. This thing is going on
because the White people are scared to death that the Jews might call them
names. What do you care what they call you? They call you pigs. They
hate you. 27 countries in Europe chased them out at one time or another
for doing the same thing to them that they are doing to us now. Are we
stupid enough to let them get away with it? We are about a 70 percent
majority. Are we so cowardly that we are scared to death of a six percent
minority, who haven proven time after time that they are the worst
cowards in the world? The only time they get brave is when they have you
outnumbered ten to one and have you hog tied. In a case of that kind (as
we can witness in Lebanon today), they get brave as hell. Look what they
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are doing in the Middle East. We have furnished them, for some stupid
reason, enough war material to blow up the earth, and they are using Co
murder the Arabs who don't have a chance. These people have liyed from
murder for the last 3,500 years. 2,500 years ago the Egyptians were calling
them "the cutthroats across the river." They never had a homeland. You
have to work to have a homeland. These gas inhalers won't work. Did you
ever see one of them in a coal mine or on a farm or working on the streets
or building houses? They have no business in Palestine. That land has
belonged to the Palestinians for 2,000 years. Churchill, Roosevelt and
Sfalin gave them permission to go in there and murder these poor people
and take their land away from them. What business did they have to give
away something that didn't belong to them? The whole thing is juSt plain
rottenness. The United States used to be an honest nation. Now we back
the rottenest people in the world in their murder and torture. What has
happened to us? It is time we cleaned this country up and started over. A l l
we have to do is get rid of the gas inhalers. What do you say, we get
organized and go to work?! Being unorganized, we are helpless. We don't
care what they call us in their jewspapers, movies or television.
Let's turn around and start calling the pigs PIGS or RATS.
Yours,
A.H., Ohio
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
29 June 1982
I enclose my check for a year's renewal of my subscription to The
Liberty Bell.
The best article in the June issue was the item by "Michael Bakunin." I
hope that you will encourage him to write more. By the way, the original
Bakunin wrote an essay, which I believe has never been.translated from the
French, in which Bakunin lambasted Marx's First International
Workingmen's Association for being largely staffed and controlled by
Jewish journalists, intellectuals, and financiers. Someone should translate
it sometime.
I hope that Dr. Oliver will be contributing more essays to your
magazine in the near future.
"Michael Bakunin" and others who seek a third way between capitaUsm
and socialism might be interested in reading Hilaire Belloc's "Servile State,"
which is as anti-capitalist as it is anti-socialist, and all the writings of Ralph
Borsodi, especially his "Prosperity and Security." Belloc and Borsodi stress
that no one can be truly free if he does not own and control the means to
earn his own livelihood. As is well-known, few people do own such means
in the U.S. today, most of us being dependent on employment by some
corporation or government agency.
. Sincerely,
B.N., Arkansas
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
29 June 1982
Even though my employment hours and pay were cut to approx. three
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days per week months ago, I want to extend my subscription for two years
instead of one. Also, my recent tax refund is allowing me to buy more
books and pamphlets,from you than I could otherwise. So herewith is my
latest order.
Thanks, Mr. Dietz, for enclosing that material on the Christianity
debate in my last order of June 3, and the back order for " Christianity
and the Survival of the West." I find the whole topic intellectually
explosive!
Sincerely,
G.H., New York
*****
Dear George:
29 June 1982
I had to wince at the first casualty figures from Lebanon: 10,000
"enemy" dead, 100 IsraeH dead! Obviously the only way to get a ratio like
that is to shoot unarmed civilians. Now the number I hear most frequently
is 40,0000. That means at least a year of Israeli occupation while the Jews
clean the place up so that it doesn't look too much like scenes from their
own "holocaust" movies. Mustn't confuse the stupid Americans!
On a hghter note, I was happy to see that Mitterand and his band of
merry Bolsheviks are getting a glimpse of the brick wall at the end of the
tunnel. Less than one year of Socialist'government has crippled the French
economy to the point that a new program of "austerity" is in order. This
political U-turn is only a temporary measure, of course, and the journey to
the end of the rainbow will resume just as soon as the economy recovers
from its first encounter with Sociahsm. Or, as the French finance minister
put it, "the time for gathering the cherries has not yet come." The old
carrot-on-a-stick trick.
I have enclosed articles from the L . A . Times & Herald Examiner that I
thought you might find interesting. The May 11 Times piece is an
excellent example of the behavior of Liberals when confronted by facts. . .
Thank you for helping to open our eyes.
Sincerely,
S.D., California
*****
Dear Liberty Bell: •
1 July 1982
I am a White male, 21 years of age and am interested in any
newsmaterial you can send me. I am presently incarcerated and would like
to know if there is a subscription price to prisoners.
Respectfully,
AlSawdon, No. 43837
2605 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310
[We've sent a package of "goodies" to this imprisoned White man; would
any one of our readers care to enter a subscription for this youngster?
-Ed.]
*****
Dear George;

3 July 1982
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Enclosed are $5. for the same order of stickers which you shipped and I
did not receive as of April 8. But it's not your fault; you know how the
niggers in the postoffice are. They stopped my mail delivery altogether
when I got a letter with K K K on the envelope. But I got that straightened
out.
Have you heard this one?
"What does the Postoffice and Kinney Shoes have in common? —Both
have 30,000 Black loafers.!"
I am sending you a copy of a letter the Tribune published in their
paper; you can bet the kikes didn't like it!
Were are these peace groups now that called me a baby-killer when I
came home from Vietnam? The real baby-killers are the terrorists who are
invading Lebanon; so let's stop talking from both sides of the mouth when
it comes from Israel. The World Court should put Menachim Begin on trial
for war crimes.
Thank you,
W.H., Illinois
*****
Dear George:
4 July 1982
Still reading'the Sturdza memoirs. He attributes Germany's defeat to
three reasons:
1) Hitler's effort at saving II Duce after the latter attempted
to play World Conqueror in the Balkans. That diverted some 40 divisions
from the task of invading Russia. Also delayed it so that winter would
overtake him,
2) Very poor treatment of the occupied people—he did not use good
psychology with them and exploited them and drove them back into the
commie camp.
3) The Canaris Conspiracy, which hatched the 20th of July plot. So
many important generals were in on this plot that there could be no hope
of secrecy of important battle plans. Sturdza can not figure out why
Himmler's agency could not detect this conspiracy, unless Himmler might
have been part of the plot himself, perhaps.
My Best,
G.I., Illinois
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
13 July 1982
I have been meaning to subscribe for some time. I am a Vietnam
veteran and knew long ago something was wrong with this country. By
reading "The SpotUght," "White Power," "NS Bulletin,"- "Straight
Shootin'," "National Socialist" (quarterly), etc., our racial predicament
has become clear. From your May and June issues, things have become
even clearer. The Jew parasite menace must be stopped cold in its tracks.
If the White Race vanishes from this planet, this neat little pebble in the
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cosmos will become a dunghill if not vaporized or polluted. If we wake up
our Aryan kin, there is a chance that we could maintain our survival and
make real progres towards an ideal civilization. White men. must focus their
attention on our historic enemy, the Jew. Now is the time to expose this
threat. My duty, now, is to inform the misinformed. Mr. Dietz, I am proud
to relay the ammunition you provide monthly. Glad to be aboard and will
support you as often as possible.
Heil Hitler!
M.D,, Washington
*****
Gentlemen:
14 July 1982
Thank you for your sample copy of The Liberty BeU. I found it very
interesting.
Reading your Letters to the Editor, I found several people upset at you
for exposing Christianity for the fraud it is.
Through "The Spotlight" I came to know about the Odinists, and their
publications are very educational and scholarly. I have become very
interested in their work.
Best of luck and thank you.
Very truly,
Mrs. J.F., Montana
* * * * * ,

Dear George;
15 July 1982
Greetings from South Florida. I am writing you today to let you know
how much I appreciate your valued work in exposing the evil workings of
the Zionists and other Jew scum the world over. I especially enjoy reading
the Liberty Bell magazine.
I am sending you a small donation to help you further your wonderful
work.
In this envelope you will find a cartoon of the sitting skeleton watching
the Jew Boob tube. George, I really believe that this cartoon would make
for a great phone booth sticker. What do you think? [We are now in the
process of producing just such a sticker; they should 'be available shortly,
—Ed,] Could you possibly get me an estimate as to how much 500 to
1000 would cost? Iwould be interested in ordering 1000 if the price isn't
too high;Either a self-stick or a lick-stick sticker would be good.
Anyway, if you have a chance during the next couple of weeks, please
look into my proposition. I think everyone will always stop and look at a
cartoon in a rest room or phone booth, especially if there isn't too many
words to read.
Keep up the good work; we are with you all the way down here.
My Best,
D.M., Florida
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
15 July 1982
Thank you very much indeed for so kindly sending me the recent
packet. . .
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If I may say so, "The Liberty Bell" has become even better of late vi^ith
its high quality articles on philosophical and religious matters.
I did some months back send in a letter respecting the article by
Narodnikov which was unique in exciting some opposition from me. [This
letter was published in our June issue, page 33, —Ed.]
If at any time there should be any convenient opportunity to mention
my new booklet "National Socialism: World Creed for the 1980s", a
complimentary copy of which I sent to you several months ago, and which
is of course a reprint of the article by me in No. 3 of "The National
Socialist," it would be very helpful. [We are planning to reprint this article
in one of our future issues, if we get permission to do so; meanwhile, the
booklet may be obtained from: Colin Jordan, Thorgarth, Greenhow Hill,
Harrogate, No. Yorks. HG3 5JQ, England, for $2 inch postage. -Ed.]
It is truly a tremendous task which you are continuing to accomplish
with your publishing activities.
My very best wishes, yours sincerely,
Colin Jordan, England
*****
To Whom it May Concern:
16 July 1982
I am a student at New York University, which, I'm sure you know, has
a largely Jewish student body. For two years I have felt the Jews stepping
all over me in their attempt to monopolize the University. I can now more
fully appreciate those of you who try to stop them from monopolizing our
country. Something must be done.
I have recently come across some of your literature and am greatly
interested in getting more information. Some of my friends and myself are
interested in passing "The Word" on to others who feel like we do at
N Y U . Who would beUeve we'd be second class students to the Jews? The
time has come for me to take action.
Please send me some sample Hterature for my own information and
some leaflets, bumper-stickers, flyers, etc. to distribute on campus to get
people involved in the right cause, to make them aware, before it is too
late!
I would also be interested in attending lectures and if anyone
informative will be speaking in or around NYC, I would love to attend
before the fall semester begins. Any information you can send me is
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Miss K.E.,New York
*****
Dear Sir:
16 July 1982
I am writing to you in hopes that I can get free issues of your
publications. I would gladly pay for them but I am incarcerated and
cannot aford to pay. If you would send me issues, I would see to it that
they be passed around.
Thanking you in advance, I remain
very truly yours,
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Charlie Richie No. 109942
Holman Prison , Rte. 2, Box 3 7
Holman Station, A L 36503
[We have mailed a package of goodies also to this prisoner; any one of our
subscribers care to enter a subscription? —Ed.]
*****
Sir,
21 July 1982
I'm writing you in regards to your Liberty Bell. I would like to receive a
couple of issues or a subscription to it. I'm in prison and will be for some
time. I am getting involved in White movements here and do agree that we
are getting cheated and that needs to be stopped! I am going to do my part
in stopping it and in getting others involved as well. Could you please send
me your magazine or other literature of what's going on out there?
Thank you,
Allen Johns No. 87519
Box 188, La Grange, K Y 40032
*****
Dear George Dietz:
23 July 1982
I distributed most of the Hoax of the 20th Century leaflets that I
received from you with my last order. I distributed them to the faculty
offices of censored (Oakland) University. I gave one to almost all of the
history professors there. When I took a history class there, we read the
"Hoess Affidavit" as factual and not as a statement extracted by torture.
Yours truly,
D.H., Michigan
*****
Dear Mr. Dietz:
26 July 1982
I truly enjoy your magazine. After wasting years with useless groups
such as the John Birch Society, the Voice of America crowd, and the
Fuller Evangelistic Association, it is good to hear the elevating truth of
White Racial Unity in The Liberty Bell. I particularly enjoyed a report that
dealt in part with Rhodesia and pointed out the stupidity of its White
rulers who sold out their Race. Maybe you can get information on the
condition of the Whites now stranded there?
The Christian religion doesn't fare too' well in the magazine, however.
The picture of Billy Sunday dancing with a representation of Jesus Christ
was pure blasphemy. Sunday was a cheapjack evangelist on the order of
Jerry Falwell. I have no respect for either of them and you can lampoon
them in any way you see fit. But to mock and ridicule the Savior is to
puncture God's name. It's bad luck, Mr. Dietz, it's bad luck.
And, please, no more letters from nellie, slobbering Arminian
"ministers" who can't tell enough how much they "love" the murdering
Jews. I say send them to the bandit state of Israel and be rid of them.
With the hope for prosperity and effective communication for your
publication, I remain
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Yours sincerely,
H.M., California
*****
Dear George:
27 July 1982
When I was a i<id, we used to open each class with the Pledge of
Allegiance. Here's a new pledge, updated to suit the America of the 1980s:
"I pledge allegiance to the Trilateral Commission, and to the Plutocracy
for which it stands.
One world, under David Rockefeller, with usury and inflation for all."
'Nuff said?
K . A . , Minnesota
*****
Dear Liberty Bell:
28 July 1982
My Preferred Choice Bookplan had, as one of its May, 1982, selections,
"Holy Blood, Holy Grail," by Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh and Henry
Lincoln, who are associated with England's BBC. When I ordered the
book, I had no idea it would be more controversial than their outline had
indicated.:
"The subject of this book could constitute the most shattering secret of
the last two thousand years, a secret linking Jesus Christ with an Arthurian
dynasty and the Holy Grail.
"In 1891, a poor French priest discovered something in his mountain
village at the foot of the Pyrenees that enabled him to spend the
equivalent of five million dollars.
"The secret of explosive and controversial proportions radiates from
this little Pyrenees village to encompass the whole of Western civilization.
Its repercussions stretch all the way to contemporary politics and the
entire edifice of the Christian faith.
"Could Jesus have been married and have fathered children? Is it
possible • that He did not die on the cross? Does his bloodline still exist,
guarded by an international secret society chat involved such well-known
names as Charles de Gaulle and Andre Malraux?
"However one judges its conclusions, this is a book that reads like a
historical detective story and cannot fail to arouse tumultuous interest
among readers of history, mysticism and religious puzzles."
The international secret society, the Prieuro de Sion (Priory of Zion),
have goals so similar to those of the Learned Elders of Zion that the
authors, while deploring the anti-Semitism associated with Protocols,
conclude that it is unlikely that they are not one and the same. It is
suggested that a protege could be accepted as the Second Coming!
The US publisher is Delacourt Press, 1 Dag Hammerskjold Plaza, New
York, N Y 10017. It is a 412 page hardbound for $5.95 at your
bookstores.
After reading Carroll Quigley's "Anglo-American Establishment," it
should come as no surprise that the author's research identifies the royalty
and nobility of the West as Jewish.
Quigley's book can be ordered from Book in Focus, Inc., Box 3481,
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Grand Central Station, New York, N Y 10163, for $20. postpaid.
Best regards,
Mrs. A.F., Florida
*****
The following are letters addressed to Mr. Arthur Rouner, Jr., D.D,, Pastor
of the Colonial Church of Edina, 6200 Colonial Way, Edina, MN 55436,
written by three of our subscribers in respojise to a letter by Mr. Rouner
which was published in our June issue.
Dear Mr. Rouner:
30 June 1982
Having had the opportnity ro read your letter as published in the June
issue of The Liberty Bell magazine, it is my opinion that you were quite
unfair with the National Socialist White People's Party in your ad
hominem argument.
They were trying to tell you that the Jews Oppenheimer, Teller, and
Cohen were in great part responsible for the development of a terrible
earth-destroying weapon. What the NSWPP brochure neglected to state
was even more pertinent, however. Jews are supporters of every
anti-Christian scheme ever devised, since the Crucifixion, including
Communism and Zionism, both offshoots of that Pharisaism we know
euphemistically as Judaism.
Your reaction to the truth—with "horror"—is therefore indicative of
the general entropy of organized Christianity: Warmongering Jews
»
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let a White man, a Christian who does not believe the self-promotions of
Jewry, tell you that the Jews generally misuse that special status accorded
to them by unwitting Christians, and it is called hatred, contempt, and
abuse.
We have every right, and the obligation in fact, to hate the Jewish
enemies of Christ and our Aryan race. We are duty-bound to oppose the
conspiracy against God and Man.
I think you might take into consideration that it was a Jewish ploy,
viz., the Chosen People hoax, that placed even atheistic Jews in premier
positions throughout the Western world. It was also a Jewish plot that
overthrew Christian Russia in 1917, i.e., Bolshevism.
If an entire people is guilty—it is guilty.
For Christ, Race and Nation,
Maj. Donald Vincent Clerkin, Euro-Am. Alliance
*****
. Dear Mr. Rounder:
19 July 1982
I recently read a letter you wrote to the NSWPP.
-First, let me say I am not a member of any organization, religious or
otherwise. If you will, I would appreciate you reading this letter instead of
destroying it.
I understand the sincerity of your beliefs. I, at one time, had these same
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thoughts, but became disenchanted with the Blood of the Old Book, and
the self-destruction taught in the New Book.
With these thoughts in mind, 1 would like to ask you some questions,
and ask you to read the Bible as I have outUned.
1. Are you aware that the contemporary Jew is, for the most part,
Jewish by adoption only? And that very little, if any, blood of the Jew, as
depicted in the Bible, remains in their veins?
2. Are you aware that the contemporary Jew comes from Southern
Russia, and is descended from Turkic and Mongol stock, and is. called
a Khazar?
3. Are you aware that the Bolshevik Revolution was planned, financed,
and accomplished by the Khazar Jew?
4. Are you aware that the Khazar Jew fought against American troops
in our Revolutionary War, and that England was controlled by these
people even at that time through the Bank of England, that is Jewish
owned?
5. Are you aware that our involvement in all but the Mexican War was
caused by the Khazar Jew, in their attempt to control the peoples of the
world?
6. Are you aware that the National Council of Churches, and the World
Council of Churches, are controlled by these same people, and that the
reason for that control is the eventual destruction of all religions but
Judaism, and the total mixing of the races?
7. Are you aware of the teachings of the Bible? If so, I'll refer you to
chapter, book and verse. Prov. 12:15; James 4:17; Ezekiel 33:1;. . .
There are two books you should read, and I think the NSWPP would be
glad to furnish you with them if you would but contact them. The titles
are: "The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion" and "The Talmud
Unmasked."
I think, if the Dead Sea Scrolls are ever translated by totally unbiased
scholars, you will find Christianity was given to the White Race in
particular, for the destruction of the White Race. It seems to me, if the
Bible is to be believed, the Jew was condemned by Christ in his time, and
by Him, so I wonder how the Jew all of a sudden became "The Chosen",
after they killed Him. Even today they reject Him, according to their
Talmud, and if the Bible is believed, no one shall enter into the Kingdom
of Heaven except through the Son; so how does the Jew remain "The
Chosen?"
I care not that you destroy yourself. The thing that bothers me is that
you seem to be leading your congregation along this same path of
destruction, as so many other men of the Cloth are doing.
I know I'll not be able to influence your thinking to any great degree, I
leave that up to you, as you are the only one that can change your mind.
To be able to do that, you have to have an open mind, as well as the desire
and ability to use it.
Sincerely,
Johnny Lee, Arizona

Dear Sir:
28 July 1982
In the June issue of the monthly magazine LIBERTY BELL,to Which I
subscribe, I read a copy of a letter of yours that you had written to the
National Socialist White People's Party in Minneapolis. It seems the
National SociaUsts had mailed you some literature to be posted oh your
Church's bulletin board wherein it was stated that the three major scourges
of mankind, namely the Atomic, Hydrogen and Neutron bombs, had all
been invented by Jewish scientists. You seemed upset that this fact was
even mentioned, and took issue because of this stance.
I am vitally interested in the moral and ethic issues of our tirhe, and I
do hope you permit to respond to your letter. I can assure you that it is
not my intent to denigrate you, however much I may disagree with your
reply to the NSWPP.
First of all, I wonder whether you vvrite such letters of abhorrenre arid
revulsion to the A D L or some other such organization when they send you
obviously ANTI-GERMAN holocaust propaganda material? I have seen
some of that stuff forwarded to Christian churches, and I have yet to fead
an appropriate reply by a minister where such "avowedly inflamatOry airtd
dehumanizing attempt to deride and defame and degenerate a wh'ole
people," to use your words, was attacked.
Regarding these nuclear devices, which have all been invented by JeWish
scientists, and the impetus to which came from another Jew, namely
Albert Einstein, it must be clear even to you that the "etlinic" aAd
religious affiliation of these people was no coincidence. You probably rea'd
that before the advent of the Second World War Germah science was
furthest advanced in the research of the atom, yet when the war camie,
there was something within the hearts and minds of the (real) Ge'rman
scientists that restrained them from perfecting these horrible weapons.
And do you know what was this "something?" Their German and/oir
Christian ethics and morality! The Jewish scientists in the United States
obviously had no such restraints. And you want to tell us that this rriatter
should not be discussed? The fact that you think as you do, and
misunderstand such fundamental issues of our time to this extent proves
to me (again) why Christianity is currently in such a moral dilemma. Ohe
does not have to hate to see the truth.
Sincerely,
Hans Schmidt, California
*****
Dear Mr. Dietz:
19 July 1982
Thank you for the books I received from you. They are very
interesting. Also thanks for the couple of Liberty Bell and Der
Schulungsbrief magazines.
I have to point out one thing, however, which I really don't like in
these magazines, and it is definitely anti-Christian character which marks
these publications. You have a great responsibility, you can influence a lot
of people. Please, do not attack Christianity and especially our Holy
Roman Catholic Church, which was founded by our Lord Jesus Christ and
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is represented at present by our Pope John Paul II, direct successor of St.
Peter the Fisherman. Do not attack Vatican, do not attack Holy
Inquisition, do not attack Holy Jesuitic Order. One day you will have to
answer God Almighty—please, remember it.
The article written by certain Mr. Ralph Perier made me really laugh.
Its title was "Jews love Christianity." This is the best joke I ever heard in
my life. Jews are fighting nearly two thousand years against
Christianity—but they love it. How can it be so? Only imbecile can beheve
it.
All the best, with the greeting
For Christ and Race,
G.S,, Argentina
*****

Dear friends:
28 July 1982
I am Greek and National Socialist, I belong to the organization
GOLDEN DAWN, We fight against Jewish Capitalism and Jewish
Bolshevism. We demand an independent and united Europe, a Europe of
the Aryan Race.
Greece is the bulwark on the edge of Europe against barbarian hordes
(Turks), Greece now is in danger not only from slavs but from barbarian
Turks. Of course, behind Turkish expansionism in the Aegean Sea is
Zionism. Jews covet the Greek islands such as Cyprus and Crete. What is
your opinion about barbarian Turks? As you know, the Turks don't
belong in Aryan race because they are Mongols.
I want you to send me your magazine and in turn I will send you our
publication of GOLDEN DAWN.
With best NS wishes,
G.P., Greece
*****

Dear Mr. Dietz:
9 August 1982
Enclosed is $5. Please send me 20 copies each of the reprints "Begin's
Bloodsoaked Past" and "Remembering Martin Lucifer Coon,"
I'd like to contribute an approach I've found very useful in arguing with
people about Jewish power in the U.S. I compare the position of the
American Jewish community in the U.S. to that of the Communist Party
in the Soviet Union. In neither case is their control of their respective
society total, but it approaches it.
This technique seems to work when people ask, 'But what do you mean
'The Jews' control America? No small group can control a big country."
I think it's an analogy that sticks in peoples' mind.
Thanks,
R.M., Missouri
*****
Dear George;
11 August 1982
I want to acknowledge receiving the material you sent. And I want you
to know I find it very good reading. I'm from a southern town where I
never saw a nigger until high school, then they were my downfall. I've
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battied with them ever since. It would be an understatement to say I just
hate them.
And now I realize that I have another enemy, "The Jew," because for
one reason, they put the niggers where they are now, in our schools, and in
some places in our homes. With me being in prison, I have to live right
along beside them. But you can believe they know my feelings and they
walk well around me.
Well, George, I want to thank you for the reading material and "The
Liberty Bell." I'll pass them along when I finish them. And beheve me,
anything you send will be highly appreciated. You can rest assured that I
have no difficulties receiving any kind of material, as long it is straight
from the publisher.
Keep up the good work, before long the White people of this; country
will unite, or they will perish.
Sincerely,
Gharhe Richie, No. 109942
Box 37, Holman Unit
Holman Station, A L 36503
*****
Dear George;
12 August 1982
I am sorry for the delay in answering your quite excellent package of 8
Liberty Bell publications, but due to a stabbing of a nigger, I've been on
lockdown, waiting for these people to imprison me even more. Tmnow on
23 hour lockdown, except for one hour out for shower, etc. I
Your choice of subject matter is quite excellent and a congratulation on
your degree of taste (Heil Hitler!). I really get into "Letters to the Editor,"
but now I've got to turn to you for help, and to your readers, because any
books, or Hterature, has to be DIRECT F R O M THE PUBLISHER; that's a
bitch too. Would it be too much to ask if you or your readers could send
me a few books that I've listed?
1) Auschwitz; 2) Mein Kampf; 3)Which Way, Western Man?; The Hoax
of the 20th Century.
I would be deeply pleased if you could help me spread the word. I
would also like to regularly correspond with some of your readers.
Thank you and Heil Hitler!
Robert Wymote, No. 90302
Lousiana State Prison
Angola, L A 70712
*****
Dear George;
14August982
It has been some time since I took the time to write you a letter, but in
the recent past I have been doing a lot of reading.
Thanks to the American taxpayer, the Jew problem has gotten worse
for the world. At first they came into our cities from their Ghettoes, then
they took over the money systems, then into the governments, and finally
got a whole area they falsely call a homeland, which is nothing more than
a safe center for their world corruption. We used to only have the
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Communists to worry about, but now with American taxpayers help we
have Zionism,
Lebanon is paying for our sins, as did Egypt and all of the Middle East.
The Jew (The Arabs' Medfly) MUST BE SPRAYED until they exist no
more.
Keep up the good work, but keep an eye open for the Seed of Satan.
W.R., U.S.N, ret., Florida
*****
Dear Mr. Dietz:
15 August 1982
Enclosed you will find $10 to help in the effort. Also, I was wondering
if you might know of anyone with extra copies for sale or possibly any
plans to republish the following title:
UNFINISHED VICTORY
by Prof. Arthur Bryant, PubL: MacMillan, 1940.
This book is beyond a doubt the finest work ever written in English
that describes the background and the reasons why the National Socialist
Revolution eventually made its way to political power in Germany many
years ago. I would like to obtain an extra copy or two, if possible, to
occasionally loan to friends in the hope that some of my "boobgeoisie" (as
Dr. Pierce might put it) friends might be awakened to our peril.
Always enjoy the articles in "The Liberty Bell' and some of the critical
letters sent you which you publish are some real lulus: i.e., the Asst. Pastor
of the A M E Church in Rhode Island, the fellow whose ancestors were
from Heidelberg, and the nut who wrote you as "Dear Fascist." I
sometimes wonder where these mentally deranged "yo-Yos" manage to
crawl away from under some rock and much less write a letter.
Also, the fellow who signed himself as N,R., Missouri, in the last issue
of the "Liberty Bell" certainly hit the nail on the head as far as I am
concerned. If racialist groups intend to advertise public gatherings and
expect the populace to attend, then, as the man said, " i f you're going to
have a show of strength, then, by God, you'd better have strength to
show!" You grow tired o these clown sideshows, as he put it, after a while.
It is better to recruit quietly and earnestly and have your meetings in small
private groups until the time has been reached to go out into the streets
with the strength to control those streets, and then we do the "running off
of the trash," as the writer from Missouri might have put it.
Well, I'll close for now and wish you all the best.
H.I., Arkansas
WANTED: One or two copies of Theodore Roosevelt on Race, Riots,
Reds & Crime, compiled by Archibald B. Roosevelt, Sr. — A good,
clear Xerox copy would suffice, or a copy to borrow. ALSO: One or
two copies of Unfinished Victory, by Prof. Arthur Bryant, published
by MacMillan, 1940. Send all offers to: LIBERTY B E L L
PUBLICATIONS, Box 21, Reedy, W.Va. 25270 USA
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Will the end of our
religion mean the
end of OUT race?

A Great
Iconoclast
Details the Causes
and Consequences
of the Religious
Disintegration of
Western Man
Quality paperback, 84 pp. — $4.00 plus 65 cents for postage & handling
Order from:
LIBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS, Box 21, Reedy, W.Va. 25270 USA

T H E TAI.MUD
containing the MIDRASHIM, the C A B B A L A , the
RABBINICALANA, PROVERBIAL SAYINGS and
TRADITIONS. 395 pages, softcover, $20.00. Order
f rom ;LIBERTY B E L L PUBLICATIONS, Box 21,
Reedy, W.Va. 25270 USA

